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1. Introduction. The (min,+)-product (also called min-plus or distance product) of two integer ma-15

trices A and B is the matrix C = A?B such that Ci,j = mink{Ai,k +Bk,j}.1 Computing a (min,+)-product16

is a basic primitive used in solving many other problems. For instance, Fischer and Meyer [18] showed that17

the (min,+)-product of two n×n matrices has essentially the same time complexity as that of the All Pairs18

Shortest Paths problem (APSP) in n node graphs, one of the most basic problems in graph algorithms.19

APSP itself has a multitude of applications, from computing graph parameters such as the diameter, radius20

and girth, to computing replacement paths and distance sensitivity oracles (e.g. [12, 46, 22]) and vertex21

centrality measures (e.g. [13, 2]).22

While the (min,+)-product of two n×n matrices has a trivial O(n3) time algorithm, it is a major open23

problem whether there is a truly sub-cubic algorithm for this problem, i.e. an O(n3−ε) time algorithm for24

some constant ε > 0. Following a multitude of polylogarithmic improvements over n3 (e.g. [19, 42, 15]), a25

relatively recent breakthrough of Williams [49] gave an O(n3/c
√

logn) time algorithm for a constant c > 1.26

Note that despite this striking improvement, the running time is still not truly sub-cubic.27

For restricted types of matrices, truly sub-cubic algorithms are known. The probably most relevant28

examples are:29

(1) when all matrix entries are integers bounded in absolute value by M , then the problem can be solved30

in Õ(Mnω) time [6], where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent [45, 21];31

(2) when each row of matrix A has at most D distinct values, then the (min,+)-product of A with an32

arbitrary matrix B can be computed in time Õ(Dn(3+ω)/2) [50].233

Among other applications, these restricted (min,+)-products yield faster algorithms for special cases of34

APSP. E.g., the distance product of type (1) is used to compute APSP in both undirected [40, 41] and35

directed [52] graphs with bounded edge weights, while the distance product of type (2) is used to compute36

APSP in graphs in which each vertex has a bounded number of distinct edge weights on its incident edges [50].37

1.1. Our Result. In this paper we significantly extend the family of matrices for which a (min,+)-38

product can be computed in truly sub-cubic time to include the following class.39

Definition 1. A matrix X with integer entries is a W -bounded differences (W -BD) matrix if for every
row i and every column j, the following holds

|Xi,j −Xi,j+1| ≤W and |Xi,j −Xi+1,j | ≤W

When W = O(1), we will refer to X as a bounded differences (BD) matrix.40

In this paper we present the first truly sub-cubic algorithm for (min,+)-product of BD matrices, an-41

swering a question of Chan and Lewenstein [16].42

Theorem 2. There is an Õ(n2.8244) time randomized algorithm and an Õ(n2.8603) time deterministic43

algorithm that computes the (min,+)-product of any two n× n BD matrices.44

Indeed, our algorithm produces a truly sub-cubic running time for W -BD matrices for nonconstant45

values of W as well, as long as W = O(n3−ω−ε) for some constant ε > 0. In fact, we are able to prove an46

even more general result: suppose that matrix A only has bounded differences in its rows or its columns47

(and not necessarily both). Then, A can be (min,+)-multiplied by an arbitrary matrix B in truly sub-cubic48

time:49

Theorem 3. Let B be arbitrary and assume either of the following:

(i) ∀i, j ∈ [n], |Ai,j −Ai+1,j | ≤W or (ii) ∀i, j ∈ [n], |Ai,j −Ai,j+1| ≤W

If W ≤ O(n3−ω−ε) for any ε > 0, then A?B can be computed in randomized time O(n3−Ω(ε)). If W = O(1),50

then A ? B can be computed in randomized time O(n2.9217).51

The main obstacle towards achieving a truly sub-cubic algorithm for the (min,+)-product in general is52

the presence of entries of large absolute value. In order to compare our result with (1) and (2) from that53

point of view, assume for a moment that ω = 2 (as conjectured by many). Then (1) can perform a (min,+)-54

product in truly sub-cubic time if both A and B have entries of absolute value at most M = O(n1−ε) for55

1By Mi,j we will denote the entry in row i and column j of matrix M .
2The same holds if A is arbitrary and B has at most D distinct values per column.
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some constant ε > 0, while (2), without any other assumptions on A and B, achieves the same if at least56

one of A and B has entries of absolute value at most M = O(n1/2−ε). We can do the same when at least57

one of A and B has entries of absolute value at most M = O(n1−ε).58

1.2. Our Approach. Our approach has three phases.59

Phase 1: additive approximation C̃ of the product C = A?B.. For BD matrices it is quite easy to obtain60

an additive overestimate C̃ of C: Let us subdivide A and B into square blocks of size ∆×∆, for some small61

polynomial value ∆ = nδ. Thus the overall product reduces to the multiplication of O((n/∆)3) pairs of62

blocks (A′, B′). By the bounded differences property, it is sufficient to compute A′i,k + B′k,j for some triple63

of indices (i, k, j) in order to obtain an overestimate of all the entries in A′ ? B′ within an additive error of64

O(∆W ). This way in truly sub-cubic time we can compute an additive O(∆W ) overestimate C̃ of C.65

Remark: It would seem that Phase 1 requires that the matrices are BD, and one would not be able66

to use the same approach to attack the (min,+)-product of general matrices. We note that this is NOT67

the case: Phase 1 can be performed for arbitrary integer matrices A and B as well, provided one has an68

algorithm that, given a very good approximation C̃, can compute the correct product C; this is exactly what69

the remaining phases do. To show this, we use a scaling approach à la Seidel [40]. Assume that the entries70

of A and B are nonnegative integers bounded by3 M , and obtain A′ and B′ by setting A′i,j = dAi,j/2e and71

B′i,j = dBi,j/2e. Recursively compute A′ ? B′, where the depth of the recursion is logM and the base case72

is when the entries of A and B are bounded by a constant, in which case A′ ?B′ can be computed in O(nω)73

time. Then we can set C̃i,j = 2Ci,j for all i, j. This gives an overestimate that errs by at most an additive 274

in each entry. Thus, if all remaining phases (which compute the correct product C from the approximation75

C̃) could be made to work for arbitrary matrices, then Phase 1 would also work.76

Phase 2: Correcting C̃ up to a few bad triples.. The heart of our approach comes at this point. We77

perform a (non-trivial) perturbation of A and B, and then set to ∞ the entries of absolute value larger than78

c ·∆W for an appropriate constant c. The perturbation consists of adding the same vector V rA (resp., V rB)79

to each column of A (resp., row of B). Here V rA and V rB are random vectors derived from the estimate C̃.80

Let Ar and Br be the resulting matrices. Using result (1) from [6], we can compute Cr = Ar ? Br in truly81

sub-cubic time O(∆Wnω) for sufficiently small W and ∆. The perturbation is such that it is possible to82

derive from (Cr)i,j the corresponding value (A ? B)i,j = Ai,k + Bk,j unless one of the entries Ari,k or Brk,j83

was rounded to ∞.84

The crux of our analysis is to show that (for some d) after Õ(n3d) rounds of perturbations and associated85

bounded entry (min,+)-products, there are at most O(n3−d) triples (i, k, j) for which (a) |Ai,k+Bk,j−C̃i,j | ≤86

c′ ·∆W for some c′ = O(1) (i.e. k is a potential witness for Ci,j) and (b) none of the perturbations had both87

Ari,k and Brk,j finite.88

Interestingly, our proof of correctness of Phase 2 relies on an extremal graph theoretical lemma that89

bounds from below the number of 4-cycles in sufficiently dense bipartite graphs.90

In a sense Phase 1 and 2 only leave O(n3−d) work to be done: if we knew the “bad” triples that are not91

covered by the perturbation steps, we could simply iterate over them in a brute-force way, fixing C̃ to the92

correct product C. Since Phases 1 and 2 do not use the fact that A and B are BD, if we could find the bad93

triples efficiently we would obtain a truly sub-cubic algorithm for the (min,+)-matrix product!94

Phase 3: Finding and fixing the bad triples.. To fix the bad triples, one could try to keep track of the95

triples covered in each perturbation iteration. For arbitrary matrices A and B this would not give a truly96

sub-cubic algorithm as the number of triples is already n3. For BD matrices, however, we do not need to97

keep track of all triples, but it suffices to consider the triples formed by the upper-most left-most entries98

of the blocks from Phase 1, since these entries are good additive approximations of all block entries. The99

number of these block representative triples is only O(n/∆)3) where ∆ is the block size (from Phase 1).100

Thus, instead of spending at least n3 time, we obtain an algorithm spending O(ρ · (n/∆)3) time, where ρ101

is the number of perturbation rounds (from Phase 2). After finding the bad block representative triples,102

we can iterate over their blocks in a brute-force manner to fix C̃ and compute C. Since each triple in the103

blocks of a bad block representative triple must also be bad, the total number of triples considered by the104

brute-force procedure is O(n3−d) as this is the total number of bad triples.105

We reiterate that this is the only phase of the algorithm that does not work for arbitrary matrices A106

and B.107

3We can assume that M is a power of 2.
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1.3. Applications. The notion of BD matrices is quite natural and has several applications. Indeed,108

our original motivation for studying the (min,+)-product of such matrices came from a natural scored109

version of the classical Context-Free Grammar (CFG) parsing problem. It turns out that a fast algorithm110

for a bounded difference version of scored parsing implies the first truly sub-cubic algorithms for some111

well-studied problems such as Language Edit Distance, RNA-Folding and Optimum Stack Generation.112

Recall that in the parsing problem we are given a CFG G and a string σ = σ1 . . . σn of n terminals.113

Our goal is to determine whether σ belongs to the language L generated by G. For ease of presentation and114

since this covers most applications, we will assume unless differently stated that the size of the grammar is115

|G| = O(1), and we will not explicitly mention the dependency of running times on the grammar size.4 We116

will also assume that G is given in Chomsky Normal Form (CNF)5. In a breakthrough result Valiant [44]117

proved a reduction from parsing to Boolean matrix multiplication: the parsing problem can be solved in118

O(nω) time.119

One can naturally define a scored generalization of the parsing problem (see, e.g., [4]). Here each pro-120

duction rule p in G has an associated non-negative integer score (or cost) s(p). The goal is to find a sequence121

of production rules of minimum total score that generates a given string σ. It is relatively easy to adapt122

Valiant’s parser to this scored parsing problem, the main difference being that Boolean matrix multipli-123

cations are replaced by (min,+)-products. It follows that scored parsing can be solved up to logarithmic124

factors in the time needed to perform one (min,+)-product (see also [39]). In particular, applying Williams’125

algorithm for the (min,+)-product [49], one can solve scored parsing in O(n3/2Θ(
√

logn)) time, which is the126

current best running time for this problem.127

For a nonterminal X let s(X,σ) be the minimum total score needed to generate string σ from X (where128

the grammar G is assumed to be clear from the context). Let us define a bounded difference notion for129

CFGs. Intuitively, we require that adding or deleting a terminal at one endpoint of a string does not change130

the corresponding score by much.131

Definition 4. A CFG G is a W -bounded differences (W -BD) grammar if, for any non-terminal X,
terminal x, and non-empty string of terminals σ, the following holds:

|s(X,σ)− s(X,σx)| ≤W and |s(X,σ)− s(X,xσ)| ≤W

When W = O(1), we will refer to G as a bounded differences (BD) grammar.132

Via a simple but very careful analysis of the scored version of Valiant’s parser, we are able to show that133

the scored parsing problem on BD grammars can be reduced to the (min,+)-product of BD matrices (see134

Section 3).135

Theorem 5. Let O(nα) be the time needed to perform one (min,+)-product of two n× n BD matrices.136

Then the scored parsing problem on BD grammars in CNF can be solved in time Õ(nα).137

Corollary 6. The scored parsing problem on BD grammars in CNF can be solved in randomized time138

Õ(n2.8244) and deterministic time Õ(n2.8603).139

BD grammars appear naturally in relevant applications. Consider for example the well-studied Language140

Edit Distance problem (LED) [4, 32, 28, 38, 39, 1, 36]. Here we are given a CFG G and a string σ of terminals.141

We are allowed to edit σ by inserting, deleting and substituting terminals. Our goal is to find a sequence of142

such edit operations of minimum length so that the resulting string σ′ belongs to the language L generated143

by G.6 As already observed by Aho and Peterson in 1972 [4], LED can be reduced to scored parsing. Indeed,144

it is sufficient to assign score zero to the production rules of the input grammar, and then augment the145

grammar with production rules of score 0 and 1 that model edit operations. We show that, by performing146

the above steps carefully, the resulting scored grammar is BD, leading to a truly sub-cubic algorithm for LED147

via Corollary 6 (see Section 5.2). We remark that finding a truly sub-cubic algorithm for LED was wide open148

even for very restricted cases. For example, consider Dyck LED, where the underlying CFG represents well-149

balanced strings of parentheses. Developing fast algorithms for Dyck LED and understanding the parsing150

4Our approach also works when |G| is a sufficiently small polynomial.
5 Note that it is well-known that any context free grammar can be transformed into an equivalent CNF grammar.
6In some variants of the problem each edit operation has some integer cost upper bounded by a constant. Our approach

clearly works also in that case.
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problem for the parenthesis grammar has recently received considerable attention [9, 38, 26, 14, 29, 34]. Even151

for such restricted grammars no truly sub-cubic exact algorithm was known prior to this work.152

Another relevant application is related to RNA-folding, a central problem in bioinformatics defined by153

Nussinov and Jacobson in 1980 [33]. They proposed the following optimization problem, and a simple154

O(n3) dynamic programming solution to obtain the optimal folding. Let Σ be a set of letters and let155

Σ′ = {c′ | c ∈ Σ} be the set of “matching” letters, such that for every letter c ∈ Σ the pair c, c′ matches.156

Given a sequence of n letters over Σ ∪ Σ′, the RNA-folding problem asks for the maximum number of157

non-crossing pairs {i, j} such that the ith and jth letter in the sequence match. In particular, if letters in158

positions i and j are paired and if letters in positions k and l are paired, and i < k then either they are159

nested, i.e., i < k < l < j or they are non-intersecting, i.e., i < j < k < l. (In nature, there are 4 types160

of nucleotides in an RNA molecule, with matching pairs A,U and C,G, i.e., |Σ| = 2.) We can rephrase161

RNA-folding as follows. We are given the CFG with productions S → SS | ε and S → σSσ′ | σ′Sσ for any162

σ ∈ Σ with matching σ′ ∈ Σ′. The goal is to find the minimum number of insertions and deletions of symbols163

on a given string σ that will generate a string σ′ consistent with the above grammar. This is essentially a164

variant of LED where only insertions and deletions (and no substitutions) are allowed. Despite considerable165

efforts (e.g. [47, 5, 51, 33]), no truly sub-cubic algorithm for RNA-folding was known prior to our work. By166

essentially the same argument as for LED, it is easy to obtain a BD scored grammar modeling RNA-folding.167

Thus we immediately obtain a truly sub-cubic algorithm to solve this problem via Corollary 6.168

As a final application, consider the Optimum Stack Generation problem (OSG) described by Tarjan169

in [43]. Here, we are given a finite alphabet Σ, a stack S, and a string σ ∈ Σ∗. We would like to print σ170

by a minimum length sequence of three stack operations: push(), emit (i.e., print the top character in the171

stack), and pop, ending in an empty stack. For example, the string BCCAB can be printed via the following172

sequence of operations: push(B), emit(B), push(C), emit(C), emit(C), pop(C), push(A), emit(A), pop(A),173

emit(B), pop(B). While there is a simple O(n3) time algorithm for OSG, Tarjan suspected this could be174

improved. In Section 5.3, we show that OSG can be reduced to scored parsing on BD grammars. This leads175

to the first truly sub-cubic algorithm for OSG.176

Let us summarize the mentioned applications of our approach.177

Theorem 7. LED, RNA-folding, and OSG can be solved in randomized time Õ(n2.8244) and determin-178

istic time Õ(n2.8603) (on constant-size grammars or alphabet, respectively).179

Moreover, our techniques also lead to a truly subquadratic algorithm for bounded monotone (min,+)-180

convolution. A subquadratic algorithm was already and very recently achieved in a breakthrough result by181

Chan and Lewenstein [16], however with very different techniques. For two sequences a = (a1, . . . , an) and182

b = (b1, . . . , bn) the (min,+)-convolution of a and b is the vector c = (c1, . . . , cn) with ck = mini{ai + bk−i}.183

Assume n = m2. A standard reduction from (min,+)-convolution to the (min,+)-matrix product constructs184

the m ×m matrices Ar with Ari,k = arm+i+k (for 1 ≤ r ≤ m) and B with Bk,j = bjm−k. Then from the185

products Ar ?B we can infer the (min,+)-convolution of a and b in time O(n3/2). Note that if a has bounded186

differences, then the matrices Ar have bounded differences along the rows, while if b has bounded differences,187

then B has bounded differences along the columns. Theorem 3 now allows us to compute the m (min,+)-188

products in time O(m·m2.9217) = O(n1.961), obtaining a subquadratic algorithm for BD (min,+)-convolution.189

As observed by Chan and Lewenstein, computing the (min,+)-convolution over bounded monotone sequences190

is equivalent to computing it over bounded difference sequences.191

We envision other applications of our BD (min,+)-product algorithm to come in the future.192

1.4. Related Work.193

Language Edit Distance.. LED is among the most fundamental and best studied problems related to194

strings and grammars [4, 32, 28, 38, 39, 1, 36]. It generalizes two basic problems in computer science:195

parsing and string edit distance computation. In 1972, Aho and Peterson presented a dynamic programming196

algorithm for LED that runs in time O(|G|2n3) [4], which was improved to O(|G|n3) by Myers in 1985 [32].197

These algorithms are based on the popular CYK parsing algorithm [3] with the observation that LED can198

be reduced to a scored parsing problem [4]. This implies the previous best running time of O(n3/2Θ(
√

logn)).199

In a recent paper [39], Saha showed that LED can be solved in O( nω

poly(ε) ) time if we allow to approximate200

the exact edit distance by a (1 + ε)-factor. Due to known conditional lower bound results for parsing [28, 1],201

LED cannot be approximated within any multiplicative factor in time o(nω) (unless cliques can be found202
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faster). Interestingly, if we only allow insertions as edit operations, then [39] also showed that a truly203

sub-cubic exact algorithm is unlikely due to a reduction from APSP [46]. In contrast, here we show that204

with insertions and deletions (and possibly substitutions) as edit operations, LED is solvable in truly sub-205

cubic time. LED provides a very generic framework for modeling problems with many applications (e.g.206

[25, 24, 48, 31, 37, 35, 23]). A fast exact algorithm for it is likely to have tangible impact.207

RNA-Folding.. Computational approaches to finding the secondary structure of RNA molecules are used208

extensively in bioinformatics applications. Since the seminal work of Nussinov and Jacobson [33], a multitude209

of sophisticated RNA-folding algorithms with complex objectives and softwares have been developed7, but210

the basic dynamic programming algorithm of Nussinov and Jacobson remains at the heart of all of these.211

Despite much effort, only mild improvements in running time have been achieved so far [47, 5, 51], and212

obtaining a truly sub-cubic algorithm for RNA-folding has remained open till this work.213

Abboud et al. [1] showed that obtaining an algorithm for RNA-folding that runs in O(nω−ε) time for any214

ε > 0 would result in a breakthrough for the Clique problem. Moreover, their results imply that any truly215

sub-cubic algorithm for RNA-folding must use fast matrix multiplication, unless there are fast algorithms216

for Clique that do not use fast matrix multiplication. Their results hold for alphabet Σ of size 13, which was217

recently improved to |Σ| = 2 [17].218

Dyck LED.. A problem closely related to RNA-folding is Dyck language edit distance, which is LED219

for the grammar of well-balanced parentheses. For example, [()] belongs to the Dyck language, but [) or ][220

do not. (The RNA grammar is often referred to as “two-sided Dyck”, where ][ is also a valid match.) Dyck221

edit distance with insertion and deletion generalizes the widely-studied string edit distance problem [30,222

27, 10, 11, 8, 7]. When approximation is allowed, a near-linear time O(poly log n)-approximation algorithm223

was developed by Saha [38]. Moreover, a (1 + ε)-approximation in O(nω) time was shown in [39] for any224

constant ε > 0. Abboud et al. [1] related the Dyck LED problem to Clique with the same implications as225

for RNA-folding. Thus, up to a breakthrough in Clique algorithms, truly sub-cubic Dyck LED requires fast226

matrix multiplication. Prior to our work, no sub-cubic exact algorithm was known for Dyck LED.227

1.5. Preliminaries and Notation. In this paper, by “randomized time t(n)” we mean a zero-error228

randomized algorithm running in time t(n) with high probability.229

Matrix Multiplication.. As is typical, we denote by ω < 2.3729 [45, 21] the exponent of square matrix230

multiplication, i.e. ω is the infimum over all reals such that n × n matrix multiplication over the complex231

numbers can be computed in nω+o(1) time. For ease of notation and as is typical in the literature, we shall232

omit the o(1) term and write O(nω) instead. We denote the running time to multiply an a× b matrix with233

a b× c matrix by M(a, b, c) [20]. As in (1) above we have the following:234

Lemma 8 ([6]). Let A,B be a × b and b × c matrices with entries in {−M,−M + 1 . . . ,M} ∪ {∞}.235

Then A ? B can be computed in time Õ(M ·M(a, b, c)). In particular, for a = b = c = n this running time236

is Õ(Mnω).237

Context-Free Grammars and Scored Parsing.. Let G = (N,T, P, S) be a context-free grammar (CFG),238

where N and T are the (disjoint) sets of non-terminals and terminals, respectively, P is the set of productions,239

and S ∈ N is the start symbol. We recall that a production rule p is of the form X → α, with X ∈ N and8240

α ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, and applying p to (some instance of) X ∈ N in a string σ ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ generates the string σ′241

where X is replaced by α. For α, β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, we write α → β if β can be generated from α by applying242

one production rule, and we write α→∗ β (“β can be derived from α”) if there is a sequence of productions243

generating β from α. The language L(X) generated by a non-terminal X ∈ N is the set of strings σ ∈ T ∗244

that can be derived from X. We also let L(G) := L(S) denote the language generated by G.245

At many places in this paper we may assume that G is given in Chomsky normal form (CNF). Specifically,246

all productions are of the form Z → XY , Z → c, and S → ε, where X,Y ∈ N \ {S}, Z ∈ N , c ∈ T , and ε247

denotes the empty string.248

A scored grammar is a CFG G where each production rule p ∈ P is associated with a non-negative249

integer score s(p). Intuitively, applying production p has a cost s(p). The total score of any derivation is250

simply the sum of all scores of productions used in the derivation. For any X ∈ N and σ ∈ T ∗, we define251

sG(X,σ) = s(X,σ) as the minimum total score of any derivation X →∗ σ, or as ∞ if σ 6∈ L(X). The scored252

7see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of RNA structure prediction software
8Given a set of symbols U , by U∗ we denote as usual any, possibly empty, string of elements from U .
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language generated by X ∈ N is the set {(σ, s(X,σ)) | σ ∈ L(X)}, and the scored language generated by G253

is the scored language generated by the start symbol S.254

In the scored parsing problem on grammar G, we are given a string σ of length n, and we wish to compute255

s(S, σ).256

Organization.. In Section 2 we give our main technical result, a truly sub-cubic algorithm for the257

(min,+)-product of BD matrices. In Section 3, we show how bounded difference scored parsing can be258

solved asymptotically in the same time as computing a single BD (min,+) product. In Section 4, we show259

how to further reduce the running time, how to derandomize our algorithm, and some generalizations of our260

approach. Section 5 is devoted to prove reductions from LED, RNA-folding, and OSG to scored parsing on261

BD grammars.262

2. Fast Bounded-Differences (min,+) Product. In this section we present our fast (min,+) product263

algorithm for BD matrices. For ease of presentation, we will focus here only on the case that both input264

matrices A and B are BD. Furthermore, we will present a simplified randomized algorithm which is still265

truly sub-cubic. Refinements of the running time, derandomization, and generalizations are discussed in266

Section 4. Let A and B be n× n matrices with W -bounded differences. We write C = A?B for the desired267

output and denote by Ĉ the result computed by our algorithm. Our algorithm consists of the following three268

main phases (see also Algorithm 1).269

2.1. Phase 1: Computing an approximation. Let ∆ be a positive integer that we later fix as a270

small polynomial9 in n. We partition [n] into blocks of length ∆ by setting I(i′) := {i ∈ [n] | i′−∆ < i ≤ i′}271

for any i′ divisible by ∆. From now on by i, k, j we denote indices in the matrices A,B, and C and by272

i′, k′, j′ we denote numbers divisible by ∆, i.e., indices of blocks.273

The first step of our algorithm is to compute an entry-wise additive O(∆W )-approximation C̃ of A?B.274

Since A and B are W -BD, it suffices to approximately evaluate A ? B only for indices i′, k′, j′ divisible by275

∆. Specifically, we compute C̃i′,j′ = min{Ai′,k′ + Bk′,j′ | k′ divisible by ∆}, and set C̃i,j := C̃i′,j′ for any276

i ∈ I(i′), j ∈ I(j′), see lines 1-3 of Algorithm 1. The next lemma shows that C̃ is a good approximation of277

C.278

Lemma 9. For any i′, k′, j′ divisible by ∆ and any (i, k, j) ∈ I(i′)× I(k′)× I(j′) we have279

(1) |Ai,k −Ai′,k′ | ≤ 2∆W, (2) |Bk,j −Bk′,j′ | ≤ 2∆W,280

(3) |Ci,j − Ci′,j′ | ≤ 2∆W, (4) |Ci,j − C̃i,j | ≤ 4∆W.281282

Proof. Consider first (1). Observe that we can move from Ai,k to Ai′,k in i′ − i ≤ ∆ steps each time283

changing the absolute value by at most W , hence |Ai,k −Ai′,k| ≤ ∆W . Similarly, we can move from Ai′,k to284

Ai′,k′ . The overall absolute change is therefore at most 2∆W . The proof of (2) is analogous.285

For (3), let k be such that Ci,j = Ai,k + Bk,j . Then Ci′,j′ ≤ Ai′,k + Bk,j′ ≤ Ai,k + Bk,j + 2∆W =286

Ci,j + 2∆W . In the second inequality we used the fact that Ai′,k ≤ Ai,k + ∆W and Bk,j′ ≤ Bk,j + ∆W from287

the same argument as above. Symmetrically, we obtain Ci′,j′ ≤ Ci,j + 2∆W .288

It remains to prove (4). Note that C̃i,j = C̃i′,j′ by construction. Let k′ be divisible by ∆ and such that289

C̃i′,j′ = Ai′,k′ +Bk′,j′ . Then Ci,j ≤ Ai,k′ +Bk′,j ≤ Ai′,k′ +Bk′,j′ + 2∆W = C̃i′,j′ + 2∆W , where again the290

second inequality exploits the above observation. For the other direction, let k be such that Ci,j = Ai,k+Bk,j ,291

and consider k′ with k ∈ I(k′). Then C̃i′,j′ ≤ Ai′,k′ +Bk′,j′ ≤ Ai,k +Bk,j + 4∆W = Ci,j + 4∆W , where in292

the second inequality we exploited (1) and (2).293

2.2. Phase 2: Randomized reduction to (min,+)-product with small entries. The second step294

of our algorithm is the most involved one. The goal of this step is to change A and B in a randomized way to295

obtain matrices where each entry is ∞ or has small absolute value, thus reducing the problem to Lemma 8.296

This step will cover most triples i, k, j, but not all: the third step of the algorithm will cover the remaining297

triples by exhaustive search. We remark that Phase 2 works with arbitrary matrices A and B (assuming we298

know an approximate answer C̃ as computed in Phase 1).299

The following observation is the heart of our argument. For any vector F = (F1, . . . , Fn), adding Fk300

to every entry Ai,k (∀i) and subtracting Fk from every entry Bk,j (∀j) does not change the product A ? B.301

9We can assume that both n and ∆ are powers of two, so in particular we can assume that ∆ divides n.
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Similarly, for n-dimension vectors X and Y , adding Xi to every entry Ai,k and adding Yj to every entry302

Bk,j changes the entry (A ? B)i,j by +Xi + Yj , which we can cancel after computing the product.303

Specifically, we may fix indices ir, jr and consider the matrices Ar with Ari,k := Ai,k +Bk,jr − C̃i,jr and304

Br with Brk,j := Bk,j − Bk,jr + C̃ir,jr − C̃ir,j . Then from Cr := Ar ? Br we can infer C = A ? B via the305

equation Ci,j = Cri,j + C̃i,jr − C̃ir,jr + C̃ir,j .306

We will set an entry of Ar or Br to ∞ if its absolute value is more than 48∆W . This allows us to307

compute Cr = Ar ? Br efficiently using Lemma 8. However, it does not correctly compute C = A ? B.308

Instead, we obtain values Ĉri,j := Cri,j + C̃i,jr − C̃ir,jr + C̃ir,j that fulfill Ĉri,j ≥ Ci,j . Moreover, if neither Ari,k309

nor Brk,j was set to ∞ then Ĉri,j ≤ Ai,k +Bk,j ; in this case the contribution of i, k, j to Ci,j is incorporated310

in Ĉrij (and we say that i, k, j is “covered” by Ar, Br, see Definition 10). We repeat this procedure with311

independently and uniformly random ir, jr ∈ [n] for r = 1, . . . , ρ many rounds, where 1 ≤ ρ ≤ n is a small312

polynomial in n to be fixed later. Then Ĉ is set to the entry-wise minimum over all Ĉr. This finishes the313

description of Phase 2, see lines 4–14 of Algorithm 1.314

In the analysis of this step of the algorithm, we want to show that w.h.p. most of the “relevant” triples315

i, k, j get covered: in particular, all triples with Ai,k + Bk,j = Ci,j are relevant, as these triples define the316

output. However, since this definition would depend on the output Ci,j , we can only (approximately) check317

a weak version of relevance, see Definition 10. Similarly, we need a weak version of being covered.318

Definition 10. We call a triple (i, k, j)319

• strongly relevant if Ai,k +Bk,j = Ci,j,320

• weakly relevant if |Ai,k +Bk,j − Ci,j | ≤ 16∆W ,321

• strongly r-uncovered if for all 1 ≤ r′ ≤ r we have |Ar′i,k| > 48∆W or |Br′k,j | > 48∆W , and322

• weakly r-uncovered if for all 1 ≤ r′ ≤ r we have |Ar′i,k| > 40∆W or |Br′k,j | > 40∆W .323

A triple is strongly (resp., weakly) uncovered if it is strongly (resp., weakly) ρ-uncovered. Finally, a triple is324

strongly (resp., weakly) r-covered if it is not strongly (resp., weakly) r-uncovered.325

The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for not being weakly r-uncovered.326

Lemma 11. For any i, k, j and ir, jr, if all triples (i, k, jr), (ir, k, jr), (ir, k, j) are weakly relevant then327

(i, k, j) is not weakly r-uncovered.328

Proof. From the assumption and C̃ being an additive 4∆W -approximation of C, we obtain

|Ai,k +Bk,jr − C̃i,jr | ≤ |Ai,k +Bk,jr − Ci,jr |+ |C̃i,jr − Ci,jr | ≤ 16∆W + 4∆W = 20∆W.

Similarly, we also have |Air,k +Bk,jr − C̃ir,jr | ≤ 20∆W and |Air,k +Bk,j − C̃ir,j | ≤ 20∆W .329

Recall that in the algorithm we set Ari,k := Ai,k +Bk,jr − C̃i,jr and Brk,j := Bk,j −Bk,jr + C̃ir,jr − C̃ir,j330

(and then reset them to ∞ if their absolute value is more than 48∆W ). From the above inequalities, we331

have |Ari,k| ≤ 20∆W . Moreover, we can write Brk,j as (Air,k +Bk,j − C̃ir,j)− (Air,k +Bk,jr − C̃ir,jr ), where332

both terms in brackets have absolute value bounded by 20∆W , and thus |Brk,j | ≤ 40∆W . It follows that the333

triple i, k, j gets weakly covered in round r.334

We will crucially exploit the following extremal graph-theoretic result. This relatively simple result might335

be known, but we were not able to find an explicit reference and so we prove it for the sake of completeness.336

Lemma 12. Let G = (U ∪V,E) be a bipartite graph with |U | = |V | = n nodes per partition and |E| = m337

edges. Let C be the number of 4-cycles of G. If m ≥ 2n3/2, then C ≥ m4/(32n4).338

Proof. For any pair of nodes v, v′ ∈ V , let N(v, v′) be the number of common neighbors {u ∈ U |
{u, v}, {u, v′} ∈ E}, and let N =

∑
{v,v′}∈(V

2)N(v, v′). By d(w) we denote the degree of node w in G. By

convexity of
(
x
2

)
= x(x−1)

2 and Jensen’s inequality, we have

N =
∑

{v,v′}∈(V
2)

N(v, v′) =
∑
u∈U

(
d(u)

2

)
≥ n ·

(∑
u∈U d(u)/n

2

)
= n

(
m/n

2

)
=
m2

2n
− m

2
≥ m2

2n
− n2.

Since m ≥ 2n3/2 by assumption, we derive m2

2n ≥ 2n2 and thus we obtain N ≥ n2 > 2
(
n
2

)
as well as339

N ≥ m2/(4n).340
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By the same convexity argument as above, we also have

C =
∑

{v,v′}∈(V
2)

(
N(v, v′)

2

)
≥
(
n

2

)
·
(
N/
(
n
2

)
2

)
=

(
N −

(
n

2

))
N

n(n− 1)
≥ N2

2n2
,

where in the last inequality above we used the fact that N ≥ 2
(
n
2

)
. Altogether, this yields

C ≥ N2

2n2
≥ m4/(16n2)

2n2
=

m4

32n4
.

We are now ready to lower bound the progress made by the algorithm at each round.341

Lemma 13. W.h.p for any ρ ≥ 1 the number of weakly relevant, weakly uncovered triples is Õ(n2.5 +342

n3/ρ1/3).343

Proof. Fix k ∈ [n]. We construct a bipartite graph Gk on n+ n vertices (we denote vertices in the left344

vertex set by i or ir and vertices in the right vertex set by j or jr). We add edge {i, j} to Gk if the triple345

(i, k, j) is weakly relevant.346

In each of the ρ rounds of our algorithm we select ir and jr uniformly at random. Round r covers some347

triples (i, k, j). For any such weakly r-covered triple (i, k, j), if (i, j) is in Gk, we remove it from Gk. Thus,348

after round r, Gk contains (i, j) if and only if (i, k, j) is weakly relevant and weakly r-uncovered.349

Let z = c(n2/ρ) lnn for any constant c > 3. Consider an edge (i, j) in Gk that is contained in at least z350

4-cycles in Gk before any of the rounds of Phase 2 are performed. Now consider each round r in turn and351

let i → ` → p → j → i be a 4-cycle containing (i, j) whose edges are still in Gk. If ir = p and jr = ` are352

selected, then since by the definition of Gk (i, k, `), (p, k, `) and (p, k, j) are weakly uncovered, by Lemma 11,353

(i, k, j) will be r-covered and thus (i, j) will be removed from Gk.354

Thus, if in any round r the indices ir, jr are selected to be among the at least z choices of vertices that
complete (i, j) to a 4-cycle in Gk, then (i, j) is in Gk at the end of all ρ rounds. For a particular edge (i, j)
with at least z 4-cycles in a particular Gk, the probability that ir, jr are never picked to form a 4-cycle with
(i, j) is

≤
(

1− z

n2

)ρ
=
(

1− z

n2

)c(n2/z) lnn

≤ 1

nc
.

By a union bound, over all i, j, k we obtain an error probability of at most 1/nc−3, which is 1/poly(n) as we355

picked c > 3. Hence, at the end of all ρ rounds, with high probability every edge in every Gk is contained in356

less than z 4-cycles.357

Let mk denote the number of edges of Gk. Now we will bound
∑
kmk, as this is exactly the number of358

weakly relevant, weakly uncovered triples. First, note that
∑
{k | mk<2n3/2}mk < 2n2.5, and so it suffices to359

compute the sum for those k for which mk ≥ 2n3/2. Fix one such Gk. Since every edge in Gk is contained360

in less than z 4-cycles w.h.p., the number of 4-cycles Ck of Gk is less than mkz. On the other hand, by361

Lemma 12, Ck ≥ (mk/n)4/32. Thus,362

(mk/n)4 < 32mkz =⇒ m3
k < 32n4z =⇒ mk <

(
32c(n6/ρ) lnn

)1/3
=⇒ mk ≤ Õ(n2/ρ1/3).363

The total number of weakly uncovered, weakly relevant triples at the end of the ρ iterations is thus364

w.h.p. Õ(n2.5 + n3/ρ1/3).365

2.3. Phase 3: Exhaustive search over all relevant uncovered triples of indices. In the third366

and last phase we make sure to fix all strongly relevant, strongly uncovered triples by exhaustive search,367

as these are the triples defining the output matrix whose contribution is not yet incorporated in Ĉ. We368

are allowed to scan all weakly relevant, weakly uncovered triples, as we know that their number is small by369

Lemma 19. This is the only phase that requires that A and B are BD.370

We use the following definitions of being approximately relevant or uncovered, since they are identical371

for all triples (i, k, j) in a block i′, k′, j′ and thus can be checked efficiently.372

Definition 14. We call a triple (i, k, j) ∈ I(i′)× I(k′)× I(j′)373

• approximately relevant if |Ai′,k′ +Bk′,j′ − C̃i′,j′ | ≤ 8∆W , and374
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• approximately uncovered if for all 1 ≤ r ≤ ρ we have |Ari′,k′ | > 44∆W or |Brk′,j′ | > 44∆W .375

The notions of being strongly, weakly, and approximately relevant/uncovered are related as follows.376

Lemma 15. Any strongly relevant triple is also approximately relevant. Any approximately relevant triple377

is also weakly relevant. The same statements hold with “relevant” replaced by “r-uncovered”.378

Proof. Let (i, k, j) ∈ I(i′) × I(k′) × I(j′). Using Lemma 9, we can bound the absolute difference379

between Ai,k + Bk,j − Ci,j and Ai′,k′ + Bk′,j′ − C̃i′,j′ by the three contributions |Ai,k − Ai′,k′ | ≤ 2∆W ,380

|Bk,j − Bk′,j′ | ≤ 2∆W , and |Ci,j − C̃i′,j′ | = |Ci,j − C̃i,j | ≤ 4∆W . Thus, if Ai,k + Bk,j = Ci,j (i.e., (i, k, j)381

is strongly relevant), then |Ai′,k′ + Bk′,j′ − C̃i′,j′ | ≤ 8∆W (i.e., (i, k, j) is approximately relevant). On the382

other hand, if (i, k, j) is approximately relevant, then |Ai,k + Bk,j − Ci,j | ≤ 16∆W (i.e., (i, k, j) is weakly383

relevant).384

For the notion of being r′-uncovered, for any r we bound the absolute differences |Ari,k − Ari′,k′ | and385

|Brk,j − Brk′,j′ |. Recall that we set Ari,j := Ai,j + Bk,jr − C̃i,jr . Again using Lemma 9, we bound both386

|Ai,j − Ai′,j′ | and |Bk,jr − Bk′,jr | by 2∆W . Since we have C̃i,jr = C̃i′,jr by definition, in total we obtain387

|Ari,k − Ari′,k′ | ≤ 4∆W . Similarly, recall that we set Brk,j := Bk,j − Bk,jr + C̃ir,jr − C̃ir,j . The first two388

terms both contribute at most 2∆W , while the latter two terms are equal for Brk,j and Brk′,j′ . Thus,389

|Brk,j −Brk′,j′ | ≤ 4∆W . The statements on “r-uncovered” follow immediately from these inequalities.390

In our algorithm, we enumerate every triple (i′, k′, j′) whose indices are divisible by ∆, and check whether391

that triple is approximately relevant. Then we check whether it is approximately uncovered. If so, we perform392

an exhaustive search over the block i′, k′, j′: We iterate over all (i, k, j) ∈ I(i′) × I(k′) × I(j′) and update393

Ĉi,j := min{Ĉi,j , Ai,k +Bk,j}, see lines 15-19 of Algorithm 1.394

Note that i′, k′, j′ is approximately relevant (resp., approximately uncovered) if and only if all (i, k, j) ∈395

I(i′)×I(k′)×I(j′) are approximately relevant (resp., approximately uncovered). Hence, we indeed enumerate396

all approximately relevant, approximately uncovered triples, and by Lemma 15 this is a superset of all strongly397

relevant, strongly uncovered triples. Thus, every strongly relevant triple (i, k, j) contributes to Ĉi,j in Phase398

2 or Phase 3. This proves correctness of the output matrix Ĉ.399

2.4. Running Time. The running time of Phase 1 is O((n/∆)3 + n2) using brute-force. The running
time of Phase 2 is Õ(ρ∆Wnω), since there are ρ invocations of Lemma 8 on matrices whose finite entries have
absolute value O(∆W ). It remains to consider Phase 3. Enumerating all blocks i′, k′, j′ and checking whether
they are approximately relevant and approximately uncovered takes time O((n/∆)3ρ). The approximately
relevant and approximately uncovered triples form a subset of the weakly relevant and weakly uncovered
triples by Lemma 15. The number of the latter triples is upper bounded by Õ(n2.5 + n3/ρ1/3) w.h.p. by
Lemma 19. Thus, w.h.p. Phase 3 takes total time Õ((n/∆)3ρ+ n3/ρ1/3 + n2.5). In total, the running time
of Algorithm 1 is w.h.p.

Õ((n/∆)3 + n2 + ρ∆Wnω + (n/∆)3ρ+ n3/ρ1/3 + n2.5).

A quick check shows that for appropriately chosen ρ and ∆ (say ρ := ∆ := n0.1) and for sufficiently small400

W this running time is truly sub-cubic. We optimize by setting ρ := (n3−ω/W )9/16 and ∆ := (n3−ω/W )1/4,401

obtaining time Õ(W 3/16n(39+3ω)/16), which is truly sub-cubic for W ≤ O(n3−ω−ε). For W = O(1) using402

ω ≤ 2.3729 [45, 21] this running time evaluates to O(n2.8825).403

3. Fast Scored Parsing. In this section, we prove Theorem 5 that reduces the scored parsing problem404

for BD grammars to the (min,+) product for BD matrices. For a square matrix M , we let n(M) denote its405

number of rows and columns.406

We will exploit a generalization of Valiant’s parser [44]. We start by describing Valiant’s classic approach407

in Section 3.1. Then in Section 3.2 we show how to modify Valiant’s parser to solve the scored parsing408

problem, thereby replacing Boolean matrix multiplications by (min,+) products. Finally, in Section 3.3 we409

show that all (min,+) products in our scored parser involve BD matrices.410

3.1. Valiant’s Parser. Given a CFG G = (N,T, P, S) and a string σ = σ1σ2....σn ∈ T ∗, the parsing
problem is to determine whether σ ∈ L(G). In a breakthrough paper [44], Valiant presented a reduction from
parsing to Boolean matrix multiplication, which we describe in the following (for a more detailed description,
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Algorithm 1 (min,+)-product A ? B for n× n matrices A,B with W -bounded differences. Here ∆ and ρ
are carefully chosen polynomial values. Also I(q) = {q −∆ + 1, . . . , q}.

. Phase 1: compute entry-wise additive 4∆W -approximation C̃ of A ? B
1: for any i′, j′ divisible by ∆ do
2: C̃i′,j′ := min{Ai′,k′ +Bk′,j′ | k′ divisible by ∆}
3: for any i ∈ I(i′), j ∈ I(j′) do
4: C̃i,j := C̃i′,j′

. Phase 2: randomized reduction to (min,+)-product with small entries
5: initialize all entries of Ĉ with ∞
6: for 1 ≤ r ≤ ρ do
7: pick ir and jr independently and uniformly at random from [n]
8: for all i, k do
9: set Ari,k := Ai,k +Bk,jr − C̃i,jr

10: if Ari,k 6∈ [−48∆W, 48∆W ] then set Ari,k :=∞
11: for all k, j do
12: set Brk,j := Bk,j −Bk,jr + C̃ir,jr − C̃ir,j
13: if Brk,j 6∈ [−48∆W, 48∆W ] then set Brk,j :=∞
14: compute Cr := Ar ? Br using Lemma 8
15: for all i, j do Ĉi,j := min{Ĉi,j , Cri,j + C̃i,jr − C̃ir,jr + C̃ir,j}

. Phase 3: exhaustive search over all relevant uncovered triples of indices
16: for all i′, k′, j′ divisible by ∆ do
17: if |Ai′,k′ +Bk′,j′ − C̃i′,j′ | ≤ 8∆W then
18: if for all r we have |Ari′,k′ | > 44∆W or |Brk′,j′ | > 44∆W then
19: for all i ∈ I(i′), k ∈ I(k′), j ∈ I(j′) do
20: Ĉi,j := min{Ĉi,j , Ai,k +Bk,j}
21: return Ĉ

see [44]). Let us define a (product) operator “.” as follows. For N1, N2 ⊆ N ,

N1.N2 = {Z ∈ N : ∃X ∈ N1,∃Y ∈ N2 : (Z → XY ) ∈ P}.

Note the above operator is not associative in general, namely (N1.N2).N3 might be different fromN1.(N2.N3).411

Given a a × b matrix A and a b × c matrix B, whose entries are subsets of N , we can naturally define412

a matrix product C = A.B, where Ci,j =
⋃b
k=1Ai,k.Bk,j . Observe that this “.” operator can be reduced to413

the computation of a constant10 number of standard Boolean matrix multiplications. Indeed, for a matrix M414

and non-terminal X, we let M(X) be the 0-1 matrix with the same dimensions as X and entries M(X)i,j = 1415

iff X ∈ Mi,j . In order to compute the product C = A.B, we initialize matrix C with empty entries. Then416

we consider each production rule Z → XY separately, and we compute C ′(Z) = A(X) ·B(Y ), where · is the417

standard Boolean matrix multiplication. Then, for all i, j, we add Z to the set Ci,j if C ′(Z)i,j = 1.418

The transitive closure A+ of an m×m matrix A of the above kind is defined as

A+ =

m⋃
i=1

A(i),

where

A(1) = A and A(i) =

i−1⋃
j=1

A(j).A(i−j).

Here unions are taken component-wise.419

10Here we ignore the (polynomial) dependence on the size of the grammar G, as we assume for simplicity that G has constant
size.
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Given the above definitions we can formulate the parsing problem as follows. We initialize an (n+ 1)×420

(n+ 1) matrix A with Ai,i+1 = {X ∈ N : (X → σi) ∈ P} and Ai,j = ∅ for j 6= i+ 1. Then by the definition421

of the operator “.” it turns out that X ∈ (A+)i,j if and only if σi . . . σj−1 ∈ L(X). Hence one can solve the422

parsing problem by computing A+ and checking whether S ∈ A+
1,n+1.423

Suppose that, for two given n× n matrices, the “.” operation can be performed in time O(nα) for some424

2 ≤ α ≤ 3, and note that the “∪” operation can be performed in time O(n2). Crucially, we cannot simply425

use the usual squaring technique to compute A+ in time Õ(nα), due to the fact that “.” is not associative.426

However, Valiant describes a more sophisticated approach to achieve the same running time. It then follows427

that the parsing problem can be solved in time Õ(nω), where 2 ≤ ω < 2.373 is the exponent of fast Boolean428

matrix multiplication [45, 21] (O(nω) if ω > 2).429

Algorithm 2 Valiant’s parser. In all the subroutines the input is a n(B)× n(B) matrix B, which is passed
by reference. By BJI we denote the submatrix of B having entries Bi,j , with i ∈ I and j ∈ J .

Parse(B):

1: if n(B) > 1 then

2: Parse(B
[1,n(B)/2]
[1,n(B)/2])

3: Parse(B
[n(B)/2+1,n(B)]
[n(B)/2+1,n(B)])

4: Parse2(B)

Parse2(B):

1: if n(B) > 2 then

2: Parse2(B
[n(B)/4+1,3n(B)/4]
[n(B)/4+1,3n(B)/4])

3: Parse3(B
[1,3n(B)/4]
[1,3n(B)/4])

4: Parse3(B
[n(B)/4+1,n(B)]
[n(B)/4+1,n(B)])

5: Parse4(B)

Parse3(B):

1: Let I1 = [1, n(B)/3], I2 = [n(B)/3 + 1, 2n(B)/3], and I3 = [2n(B)/3 + 1, n(B)]
2: BI3I1 ← BI3I1 ∪ (BI2I1 . B

I3
I2

)
3: C ← matrix obtained from B by deleting row/column indices in I2
4: Parse2(C)
5: B ← matrix obtained from C by reintroducing the rows and columns deleted in Step 3

Parse4(B):

1: Let I1 = [1, n(B)/4], I2 = [n(B)/4 + 1, 2n(B)/4], I3 = [2n(B)/4 + 1, 3n(B)/4], and I4 = [3n(B)/4 +
1, n(B)]

2: BI4I1 ← BI4I1 ∪ (BI2I1 . B
I4
I2

) ∪ (BI3I1 . B
I4
I3

)
3: C ← matrix obtained from B by deleting row/column indices in I2 ∪ I3
4: Parse2(C)
5: B ← matrix obtained from C by reintroducing the rows and columns deleted in Step 3

For the sake of simplicity we assume that n+1 is a power of 2. This way we can avoid the use of ceilings430

and floors in the definition of some indices. It is not hard to handle the general case either by introducing431

ceilings and floors or by introducing dummy entries (with a mild adaptation of some definitions). Valiant’s432

fast procedure to compute the transitive closure of a given matrix is described in Algorithm 2. In this433

algorithm, we use the following notation: For two sets of indices I and J , by BJI we denote the submatrix of434

B given by entries Bi,j , with i ∈ I and j ∈ J . The algorithm involves 4 recursive procedures: Parse, Parse2,435

Parse3, and Parse4. Each one of them receives as input an n(B) × n(B) matrix B, and the result of the436

computation is stored in B (i.e., B is passed by reference). Assuming that n+ 1 is a power of 2, it is easy to437

see that the sizes of the input matrices to Parse and Parse2 are all powers of 2. This guarantees that all the438

indices used in the algorithm are integers (this way we can avoid ceilings and floors as mentioned earlier).439

The running time bound Õ(nω) follows by standard arguments. For the (subtle) correctness argument440

we refer to [44], but the argument is also implicit in Lemma 17 below.441
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3.2. Scored Parser and (min,+) Products. We can adapt Valiant’s approach to scored parsing as
follows11. Let G = (N,T, P, S) be a scored grammar with score function s (mapping productions to non-
negative integers). Let us consider the set FN of all functions F : N → N≥0 ∪ {∞}. We interpret F (X) as
the score of non-terminal X ∈ N , and thus F is a score function on the non-terminals. We write ∞ for the
score function mapping each X ∈ N to ∞. Let F1, F2 ∈ FN . We redefine the operator “∪” as pointwise
minimum:

(F1 ∪ F2)(X) := min{F1(X), F2(X)}.

We also redefine the operator “.” as follows (where the minimum is ∞ if the set is empty):

(F1.F2)(X) = min{s(X → Y Z) + F1(Y ) + F2(Z) | (X → Y Z) ∈ P}.

Given the above operations “.” and “∪”, we can define the product of two matrices whose entries are
in FN as well as the transitive closure of one such square matrix in the same way as before, i.e., C = A.B
is defined via Ci,j =

⋃
k Ai,k.Bk,j , and for an m×m-matrix A we have A+ =

⋃m
i=1A

(i) where A(1) = A and

A(i) =
⋃i−1
j=1A

(j).A(i−j). We can then solve the scored parsing problem as follows. For a given string σ of
length n, we define a (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrix A whose entries are in FN , where

Ai,i+1(X) = min{s(X → σi) | (X → σi) ∈ P},

for i = 1, . . . , n and Ai,j = ∞ for j 6= i + 1. Then by the definition of the operator “.” it follows that442

(A+)i,j evaluated at X equals the score s(X,σi . . . σj−1). Hence, the solution to the scored parsing problem443

is (A+)1,n+1 evaluated at the starting symbol S ∈ N .444

Crucially for our goals, the “.” operator can be implemented with a reduction to a constant (for445

constant grammar size) number of (min,+) products ?, with a natural adaptation of the previously described446

reduction to Boolean matrix multiplication. For a matrix M with entries in FN and for X ∈ N , let M(X)447

be the matrix with the same dimension as M and having M(X)i,j = Mi,j(X). With the same notation448

as before, in order to compute the product C = A.B we initialize matrix C with ∞ entries. Then we449

consider each production rule Z → XY separately, and we compute C ′(Z) = A(X) ? B(Y ). Then we set450

Ci,j(Z) = min{Ci,j(Z), s(Z → XY ) + C ′(Z)i,j} for all i, j. This computes C = A.B.451

With the above modifications, the same Algorithm 2 computes A+ in the scored setting. This is proven452

formally in the next section.453

3.3. Reduction to Bounded Differences (min,+) Product. In this section, we show that Algo-454

rithm 2 also works in the scored setting. More importantly, we prove that the matrix products BJI .B
J′

I′ called455

by this algorithm can be implemented using (min,+) matrix products of W -BD matrices, if the scored gram-456

mar is W -BD (recall Definition 4). This allows us to use our main result to obtain a good running time457

bound for Algorithm 2 and thus for scored parsing of BD grammars.458

We start by proving the correctness of Algorithm 2 in the scored setting, see Lemma 17 below. Some459

properties that we show along the way will be also crucial for the BD property and running time analysis.460

We first prove a technical lemma that relates the indices of the input square matrices B in the various461

procedures to the indices of the original matrix A. Note that each such matrix B corresponds to some462

submatrix of A, however indices of B might map discontinuously to indices of A (i.e., the latter indices do463

not form one interval). This is due to Step 3 of Parse3(B) and Parse4(B) that constructs a matrix C by464

removing central rows and columns of B. Note also that by construction the row indices of A associated to465

B are equal to the corresponding column indices (since the mentioned step removes the same set of rows and466

columns). We denote by mapB(i) the row/column index of A corresponding to row/column index i of B.467

We say that B is contiguous if {mapB(i)}i=1,...,n(B) = {mapB(1),mapB(1) + 1, . . . ,mapB(1) + n(B) − 1}.468

In other words, the indices of A corresponding to B form an interval of contiguous indices. We say that B469

has a discontinuity at index 1 < a < n(B) if B is not contiguous but the submatrices B
[1,a]
[1,a] and B

[a+1,n(B)]
[a+1,n(B)]470

are contiguous. We call the indices J = {mapB(a) + 1, . . . ,mapB(a+ 1)− 1} the missing indices of B.471

Lemma 16. Any input matrix B considered by the procedures in the scored parser:472

1. is contiguous if it is the input to Parse;473

11This has already been done in [39], but we give details here for the sake of completeness.
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2. is contiguous or has a discontinuity at n(B)/2 if it is the input to Parse2 or Parse4;474

3. is contiguous or has a discontinuity at n(B)/3 or 2n(B)/3 if it is the input to Parse3.475

Proof. We prove the claims by induction on the partial order induced by the recursion tree.476

Parse(B) satisfies the claim in the starting call with B = A. In the remaining cases Parse(B) is called477

by Parse(D) with B = D
[1,n(D)/2]
[1,n(D)/2] or B = D

[n(D)/2+1,n(D)]
[n(D)/2+1,n(D)]. The claim follows by inductive hypothesis on478

Parse(D).479

Parse4(B) is called by Parse2(B). The claim follows by inductive hypothesis on Parse2(B).480

Parse3(B) is called by Parse2(D), with (i) B = D
[1,3n(D)/4]
[1,3n(D)/4] or (ii) B = D

[n(D)/4+1,n(D)]
[n(D)/4+1,n(D)]. By inductive481

hypothesis D is contiguous or has a discontinuity at n(D)/2. Hence B, if not contiguous, has a discontinuity482

at 2n(B)/3 in case (i) and at n(B)/3 in case (ii). The claim follows.483

Finally consider Parse2(B). If it is called by Parse(B), the claim follows by inductive hypothesis on484

Parse(B). If it is called by Parse2(D) with B = D
[n(D)/4+1,3n(D)/4]
[n(D)/4+1,3n(D)/4], the claim follows by inductive hypothesis485

on Parse2(D). Suppose it is called by Parse4(D). Then D has size n(D) = 2n(B), and is contiguous or has a486

discontinuity at n(D)/2 by inductive hypothesis. In this case B is obtained by removing the n(D)/2 central487

columns and rows of D. Therefore B has a discontinuity at n(B)/2. The remaining case is that Parse2(B)488

is called by Parse3(D), where D has size n(D) = 3n(B)/2. In this case B is obtained by removing the489

n(D)/3 central columns and rows of D. Since D is contiguous or has a discontinuity at n(D)/3 or 2n(D)/3490

by inductive hypothesis on Parse3(D), B has a discontinuity at n(B)/2.491

The following lemma proves the correctness of our algorithm, and is also crucial to analyse its running492

time.493

Lemma 17. Let A be the input matrix and B be any submatrix in input to some call to Parsek, k ∈494

{2, 3, 4}. Then we have the input property495

Bi,j = (A+)mapB(i),mapB(j) ∀i, j ∈ [1, n(B)− n(B)/k],496

Bi,j = (A+)mapB(i),mapB(j) ∀i, j ∈ [n(B)/k + 1, n(B)].(1)497498

Furthermore, let J be the missing indices in B if B has a discontinuity, and let J = ∅ if B is contiguous.499

Then for all i ∈ [1, n(B)/k] and j ∈ [n(B)− n(B)/k + 1, n(B)] we have the additional input property500

Bi,j = AmapB(i),mapB(j) ∪
⋃
k∈J

(A+)mapB(i),k.(A
+)k,mapB(j)(2)501

502

The matrix B at the end of the procedure has the following output property503

Bi,j = (A+)mapB(i),mapB(j) ∀i, j ∈ [1, n(B)]504505

The same output property holds for procedure Parse.506

Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the total order defined by the beginning and the end of each507

procedure during the execution of the algorithm starting from Parse(A).508

Consider the input property of some call Parse2(B). Suppose Parse2(B) is called in Step 4 of Parse(B).509

Let I1 = [1, n(B)/2] and I2 = [n(B)/2 + 1, n(B)]. The input property (1) follows by the output property510

of Parse2(BI1I1 ) and Parse2(BI2I2 ) called in Steps 2 and 3. Since B is contiguous, we have J = ∅, and thus511

input property (2) requires Bi,j = AmapB(i),mapB(j) for all i ∈ I1 and j ∈ I2. Since in the calls of Parse(B)512

the input top-right quadrant is as in the initial matrix A, and this is not affected by Steps 2 and 3, input513

property (2) is satisfied.514

If Parse2(B) is called in Step 2 of Parse2(D) for some D, the input property follows by inductive
hypothesis on the input property of Parse2(D). Otherwise Parse2(B) is called in Step 4 of Parsek(D), for
some D and k ∈ {3, 4}. Input property (1) directly follows from the input property of Parsek(D). It
remains to show that input property (2) holds. Let S = [1, n(D)/k], M = [n(D)/k+ 1, n(D)−n(D)/k], and
L = [n(D) − n(D)/k + 1, n(D)]. We need to show that BLS has the desired property. Let J be the missing
indices in D (or ∅, if D is contiguous). Observe that, by Step 3 of Parsek(D), the missing indices in B will
be J ′ = M ∪ J . By the input property (2) of D, we have

Di,j = AmapD(i),mapD(j) ∪
⋃
k∈J

(A+)mapD(i),k.(A
+)k,mapD(j) ∀i ∈ S,∀j ∈ L
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Therefore at the end of Step 2 of Parsek(D) one has, for all i ∈ S and j ∈ L,515

Di,j = AmapD(i),mapD(j) ∪
( ⋃
k∈J

(A+)mapD(i),k.(A
+)k,mapD(j)

)
∪
⋃
k∈M

Di,k.Dk,j516

= AmapD(i),mapD(j) ∪
( ⋃
k∈J

(A+)mapD(i),k.(A
+)k,mapD(j)

)
∪
⋃
k∈M

(A+)mapD(i),k.(A
+)k,mapD(j)517

= AmapD(i),mapD(j) ∪
⋃

k∈J∪M

(A+)mapD(i),k.(A
+)k,mapD(j),518

519

where in the second equality we used the input property (1) of Parsek(D). This implies input property (2)520

for Parse2(B).521

Let us consider the input property of some call Parse3(B). Note that Parse3(B) is called either in522

Step 3 or in Step 4 of Parse2(D) for some D. Consider the first case, the second one is analogous. Let523

I1 = [1, n(D)/4], I2 = [n(D)/4 + 1, 2n(D)/4], I3 = [2n(D)/4 + 1, 3n(D)/4], and I4 = [3n(D)/4 + 1, n(D)].524

By the input property of D and the output property of Parse2(DI2∪I3
I2∪I3 ), the input property (1) of B follows.525

The input property (2) of B follows directly from the input property (2) of D since the missing indices in D526

and B are the same.527

Finally consider the input property of Parse4(B). Note that Parse4(B) is called in Step 5 of Parse2(B).528

With the same notation as above, the input property (1) of B follows directly from the output property of529

Parse3(BI1∪I2∪I3I1∪I2∪I3 ) and of Parse3(BI2∪I3∪I4I2∪I3∪I4 ). The input property (2) of B follows directly from the input530

property (2) of B at the beginning of Parse2(B) since BI4I1 is not modified by Steps 2-4.531

It remains to discuss the output properties. Let us start with the output property of Parse(B). The532

base case is n(B) = 1. In this case the unique entry B1,1 corresponds to an entry in the main diagonal of the533

input matrix, and these entries are never updated by the algorithm. In other words, B1,1 = AmapB(1),mapB(1)534

where A is the input matrix (in particular, this is a trivial entry with all ∞ values). This is the correct535

answer since trivially (A+)i,i = Ai,i =∞ for all i = 1, . . . , n+ 1. For n(B) ≥ 2, the output property follows536

from the output property of Parse2(B).537

Consider next the output property of Parse2(B). The base case is n(B) = 2. In this case the input
property of B coincides with its output property. More precisely, let J be the indices strictly between
i = mapB(1) and j = mapB(2). Then the entry B1,2 satisfies

B1,2 = Ai,j ∪
⋃
k∈J

(A+)i,k.(A
+)k,j = (A+)i,j ,

where the last equality follows from the definition of A+. For n(B) > 2, the output property follows from538

the output property of Parse4(B).539

Consider the output property of Parse3(B). Let I1 = [1, n(B)/3], I2 = [n(B)/3 + 1, 2n(B)/3], and540

I3 = [2n(B)/3 + 1, n(B)]. By the input property (1) of B, at the beginning of the procedure the only part of541

B which might not satisfy the output property is BI3I1 . This property is enforced on BI3I1 at the end of Step542

4 due to the output property of Parse2(C). The output property of Parse4(B) can be shown analogously:543

Here the part of B that needs to fixed is BI4I1 , with I1 = [1, n(B)/4] and I4 = [3n(B)/4 + 1, n(B)]. This is544

done in Step 4 due to the output property of Parse2(C).545

It remains to argue that all (explicit) matrix products performed by the scored parser can be implemented546

using (min,+) products of BD matrices. Recall that in the scored parser the only explicit matrix products547

that we perform are of type BJI .B
K
J in procedures Parsek(B), k ∈ {3, 4}. Recall that in order to implement548

a product BJI .B
K
J we consider each production rule Z → XY (the number of such rules is constant), we549

derive integer matrices BJI (X) and BKJ (Y ), and then we compute the (min,+) product BJI (X) ?BKJ (Y ). In550

the next corollary we prove that each such product involves two BD matrices. Therefore we can perform it551

in time O(mα) for some 2 ≤ α < 3 using our faster algorithm for BD (min,+) product. It follows from the552

previous discussion that the overall running time of our scored parsers is Õ(nα) (or O(nα) if α > 2).553

Lemma 18. If the scored grammar G is W -BD, then the products in Step 2 of Parsek, k ∈ {3, 4}, involve554

W -BD submatrices.555

Proof. Consider first Parse3(B). Recall that we perform the product BI2I1 . B
I3
I2

, where I1 = [1, n(B)/3],556

I2 = [n(B)/3+1, 2n(B)/3] and I3 = [2n(B)/3+1, n(B)]. By Lemma 16, B is contiguous or has a discontinuity557
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at n(B)/3 or 2n(B)/3. Thus each such Ij forms a contiguous set of indices w.r.t. the input matrix A.558

By Lemma 17 (input property), the submatrices BI2I1 and BI3I2 are equal to the corresponding contiguous559

submatrices of A+. Since the scored grammar is W -BD, and since (A+)i,j evaluated at non-terminal X560

equals the score s(X,σi . . . σj−1), the matrix A+(X) is W -BD for any X ∈ N . It follows that also BI2I1 (X)561

and BI3I2 (X) are W -BD for any X ∈ N .562

The proof in the case of Parse4(B) is analogous. Recall that we perform the products BI2I1 . B
I4
I2

and563

BI3I1 . B
I4
I3

, where I1 = [1, n(B)/4], I2 = [n(B)/4 + 1, 2n(B)/4], I3 = [2n(B)/4 + 1, 3n(B)/4], and I4 =564

[3n(B)/4 + 1, n(B)]. By Lemma 16, B is contiguous or has a discontinuity at n(B)/2. Thus each such Ij565

forms a contiguous set of indices w.r.t. the input matrix A. By Lemma 17 (input property), the submatrices566

BI2I1 , BI3I1 , BI4I2 , and BI4I3 are equal to contiguous submatrices of A+. Since A+(X) is W -BD for any X ∈ N ,567

also BI2I1 (X), BI3I1 (X), BI4I2 (X), and BI4I3 (X) are W -BD for any X ∈ N .568

4. Bounded-Differences (min,+) Product: Improvement, Derandomization, and General-569

ization. In this section, we prove Theorem 2 by improving on the running time from Section 2.570

4.1. Speeding Up Phase 2. We begin with a more refined version of Lemma 13. Recall that ρ is the571

maximum number of iterations in Phase 2.572

Lemma 19. W.h.p for any 1 ≤ r ≤ ρ the number of weakly relevant, weakly r-uncovered triples is573

Õ(n2.5 + n3/r1/3).574

Proof. Fix k ∈ [n]. For any 1 ≤ r ≤ ρ+1, we construct a bipartite graph Gr,k on n+n vertices (we denote575

vertices in the left vertex set by i or ir and vertices in the right vertex set by j or jr). We add edge {i, j} to576

Gr,k if the triple (i, k, j) is weakly relevant and weakly (r− 1)-uncovered. Note that E(Gr,k) ⊇ E(Gr′,k) for577

r ≤ r′. Denote the number of edges in Gr,k by mr,k and its density by αr,k = mr,k/n
2. In the following we578

show that as a function of r the number of edges mr,k drops by a constant factor after O(α−3
r,k log(n)) rounds579

w.h.p., as long as the density is large enough.580

We denote by Cr,k(i, j) the number of 4-cycles in Gr,k containing edge {i, j}. (If {i, j} is not an edge in581

Gr,k, we set Cr,k(i, j) = 0.) Observe that Cr,k(i, j) ≥ Cr′,k(i, j) for r ≤ r′.582

Now fix a round r. For r ≤ r′, we call {i, j} r′-heavy if Cr′,k(i, j) ≥ 2−8α3
r,kn

2. Let r∗ be a round583

with r∗ − r = Θ(α−3
r,k log n) (with sufficiently large hidden constant). We claim that w.h.p. no {i, j} is r∗-584

heavy. Indeed, in any round r ≤ r′ < r∗, either {i, j} is not r′-heavy, say because some of the edges in its585

4-cycles got covered in the last round, but then we are done. Or {i, j} is r′-heavy, but then with probability586

Cr′,k(i, j)/n2 = Ω(α3
r,k) we choose ir

′
, jr
′

as the remaining vertices in one of the 4-cycles containing {i, j}.587

In this case, Lemma 11 shows that (i, k, j) will get weakly covered in round r′, so in particular {i, j} is not588

(r′ + 1)-heavy. Over r∗ − r = Θ(α−3
r,k log n) rounds, this event happens with high probability.589

Now we know that w.h.p. no {i, j} is r∗-heavy. Thus, each of the αr∗,kn
2 edges ofGr∗,k is contained in less590

than 2−8α3
r,kn

2 4-cycles, so that the total number of 4-cycles in Gr∗,k is at most 2−8αr∗,kα
3
r,kn

4. On the other591

hand, Lemma 12 shows that the number of 4-cycles is at least (αr∗,kn
2)4/(32n4) if αr∗,k ≥ 2/

√
n. Altogether,592

we obtain αr∗,k ≤ max{αr,k/2, 2/
√
n}. In particular, w.h.p. in round r = O(

∑t
i=0 23i log n) = O(23t log n)593

the density of Gr,k is at most 2−t, as long as 2−t ≥ 2/
√
n. In other words, w.h.p. the density of Gr,k is594

O((log(n)/r)1/3 + n−1/2), and mr,k ≤ O(n2(log(n)/r)1/3 + n3/2). Since mr+1,k counts the weakly relevant,595

weakly r-uncovered triples (i, k, j) for fixed k, summing over all k ∈ [n] yields the claim.596

Inspection of the proof of Lemma 19 shows that we only count triples i, k, j that get covered in round597

r if the triple ir, k, jr is weakly relevant and weakly (r − 1)-uncovered. Hence, after line 12 of Algorithm 1598

we can remove all columns k from Ar and all rows k from Br for which ir, k, jr is not weakly relevant or599

not weakly (r − 1)-uncovered. Then Lemma 19 still holds, so the other steps are not affected. Note that600

checking this property for ir, k, jr takes time O(ρ) for each k and each round r, and thus in total incurs cost601

O(nρ2) ≤ O(ρn2), which is dominated by the remaining running time of Phase 2. Using rectangular matrix602

multiplication to compute Ar ∗Br (Lemma 8) we obtain the following improved running time.603

Lemma 20. W.h.p. the improved Step 2 takes time Õ(ρ∆W ·M(n, n/ρ1/3, n)).604

Proof. Let sr denote the number of surviving k’s in round r, i.e., the number of k such that ir, k, jr605

is weakly relevant, weakly (r − 1)-uncovered. Using Lemma 8, the running time of Step 2 is bounded606

by Õ
(∑ρ

r=1 ∆W ·M(n, sr, n)
)
. Note that for any x, y, we have M(n, x, n) ≤ O((1 + x/y)M(n, y, n)), by607
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splitting columns and rows of length x into dx/ye ≤ 1+x/y blocks. Hence, we can bound the running time by608

Õ
(∑ρ

r=1 ∆W ·(1+srρ
1/3/n)·M(n, n/ρ1/3, n)

)
. Thus, to show the desired bound of Õ(ρ∆W ·M(n, n/ρ1/3, n)),609

it suffices to show that
∑ρ
r=1 sr ≤ Õ(nρ2/3) holds w.h.p.610

W.h.p. the number of weakly relevant, weakly (r − 1)-uncovered triples is Õ(n3/r1/3), by Lemma 19.611

Thus, for a random k the probability that ir, k, jr is weakly relevant, weakly (r − 1)-uncovered is Õ(r−1/3).612

Summing over all k we obtain E[sr] = Õ(n/r1/3) (note that the inequality sr ≤ n allows us to condition on613

any w.h.p. event for evaluating the expected value). This yields the desired bound for the expectation of the614

running time, since
∑ρ
r=1 E[sr] ≤ Õ(n

∑ρ
r=1 r

−1/3) ≤ Õ(nρ2/3).615

For concentration, fix r∗ as any power of two and consider sr∗+sr∗+1+. . .+s2r∗−1. For any r∗ ≤ r < 2r∗

denote by s̄r the number of triples ir, k, jr that are weakly relevant and weakly r∗-uncovered, and note that
sr ≤ s̄r. Again we have E[s̄r] ≤ Õ(n/r1/3). Moreover, conditioned on the choices up to round r∗, the
numbers s̄r, r

∗ ≤ r < 2r∗, are independent. Hence, a Chernoff bound (Lemma 21 below) on variables
s̄r/n ∈ [0, 1] shows that w.h.p.

s̄r∗ + s̄r∗+1 + . . .+ s̄2r∗−1 ≤ O
(
E[s̄r∗ + s̄r∗+1 + . . .+ s̄2r∗−1] + n log n

)
.

Hence, w.h.p.
∑ρ
r=1 sr ≤

∑ρ
r=1 s̄r ≤ O

(
n log(n) log(ρ) +

∑ρ
r=1 E[s̄r]

)
. Using our bound on E[s̄r], we obtain616

w.h.p.
∑ρ
r=1 sr ≤ Õ(n+ nρ2/3) ≤ Õ(nρ2/3) as desired.617

Lemma 21. Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent random variables taking values in [0, 1], and set X :=∑n
i=1Xi. Then for any c ≥ 1 we have

Pr[X > (1 + 6ec)E[X] + c log n] ≤ n−c.

Proof. If E[X] < log(n)/2e we use the standard Chernoff bound Pr[X > t] ≤ 2−t for t > 2eE[X] with618

t := c log n. Otherwise, we use the standard Chernoff bound Pr[X > (1 + δ)E[X]] ≤ exp(−δE[X]/3) for619

δ ≥ 1 with δ := 6ec.620

4.2. Speeding Up Phase 3.621

Enumerating approximately uncovered blocks. In line 17 of Algorithm 1 we check for each block i′, k′, j′622

of approximately relevant triples whether it consists of approximately uncovered triples. This step can be623

improved using rectangular matrix multiplication as follows. For each block k′ we construct a (n/∆)×ρ ma-624

trix Uk
′

and a ρ× (n/∆) matrix V k
′

with entries Uk
′

xr := [|Arx∆,k′ | ≤ 44∆W ] and V k
′

ry := [|Brk′,y∆| ≤ 44∆W ].625

Then from the Boolean matrix product Uk
′ · V k′ we can infer for any block i′, k′, j′ whether it consists of626

approximately uncovered triples by checking (Uk
′ ·V k′)i′/∆,j′/∆ = 1. Hence, enumerating the approximately627

relevant, approximately uncovered triples i′, k′, j′ can be done in time O((n/∆) ·M(n/∆, ρ, n/∆)).628

Recursion. In the exhaustive search in Step 3, see lines 18-19 of Algorithm 1, we essentially compute the629

(min,+)-product of the matrices (Aik)i∈I(i′),k∈I(k′) and (Bkj)k∈I(k′),j∈I(j′). These matrices again have W -630

BD, so we can use Algorithm 1 recursively to compute their product. Writing T (n,W ) for the running time631

of our algorithm, this reduces the time complexity of one invocation of lines 18-19 from O(∆3) to T (∆,W ),632

which in total reduces the running time of the exhaustive search from Õ(n3/ρ1/3) to Õ((T (∆,W )/∆3) ·633

n3/ρ1/3) w.h.p.634

4.3. Total running time. Recall that Step 1 takes time O((n/∆)3 +n2), Step 2 now runs in Õ(ρ∆W ·
M(n, n/ρ1/3, n)) w.h.p., and Step 3 now runs in Õ((n/∆) ·M(n/∆, ρ, n/∆)+(T (∆,W )/∆3) ·n3/ρ1/3) w.h.p.
This yields the complicated recursion

T (n,W ) ≤ Õ
(
ρ∆W ·M

(
n,

n

ρ1/3
, n
)

+
n

∆
·M
( n

∆
, ρ,

n

∆

)
+
T (∆,W )

∆3
· n

3

ρ1/3

)
,

while the trivial algorithm yields T (n,W ) ≤ O(n3).635

In the remainder, we focus on the case W = O(1), so that T (n,W ) = T (n,O(1)) =: T (n). Setting
∆ := nδ and ρ := ns logc n for constants δ, s ∈ (0, 1) and sufficiently large c > 0, and using M(a, Õ(b), c) ≤
Õ(M(a, b, c)), we obtain

T (n) ≤ Õ
(
nδ+sM(n, n1−s/3, n) + n1−δM(n1−δ, ns, n1−δ)

)
+ n3−3δ−s/3T (nδ).
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This is a recursion of the form T (n) ≤ Õ(nα) + nβT (nγ), which solves to T (n) ≤ Õ(nα + nβ/(1−γ)), by an
argument similar to the master theorem. Hence, we obtain

T (n) ≤ Õ
(
nδ+sM(n, n1−s/3, n) + n1−δM(n1−δ, ns, n1−δ) + n(3−3δ−s/3)/(1−δ)).

We optimize this expression using the bounds on rectangular matrix multiplication by Le Gall [20]. Specifi-636

cally, we set δ := 0.0772 and s := 0.4863 to obtain a bound of O(n2.8244), which proves part of Theorem 2.637

Here we use the bounds M(m,m1−s/3,m) ≤ M(m,m0.85,m) ≤ O(m2.260830) and M(m,ms/(1−δ),m) ≤638

M(m,m0.5302,m) ≤ O(m2.060396) by Le Gall [20] for m = n and m = n1−δ, respectively.639

We remark that if perfect rectangular matrix multiplication exists, i.e., M(a, b, c) = Õ(ab + bc + ac),640

then our running time becomes T (n) ≤ Õ(n2+δ+s + n3−3δ + n(3−3δ−s/3)/(1−δ)), which is optimized for641

δ = (13−
√

133)/18 and s = (2
√

133− 17)/9, yielding an exponent of (5 +
√

133)/6 ≈ 2.7554. This seems to642

be a barrier for our approach.643

4.4. Derandomization. The only random choice in Algorithm 1 is to pick ir, jr uniformly at random644

from [n]. In the following we show how to derandomize this choice, at the cost of increasing the running time645

of Step 2 by O(ρ(n/∆)1+ω). At the end of this section we then show that we still obtain a truly sub-cubic646

total running time.647

Fix round r. Similar to the proof of Lemma 19, for any k′ divisible by ∆ we construct a bipartite648

graph G′r,k′ with vertex sets {∆, 2∆, . . . , n} and {∆, 2∆, . . . , n} (we denote vertices in the left vertex set by649

i′ or ir and vertices in the right vertex set by j′ or jr). We connect i′, j′ by an edge in G′r,k′ if i′, k′, j′650

is approximately relevant and approximately (r − 1)-uncovered. In G′r,k′ we count the number of 3-paths651

between any i′, j′. Now we pick ir, jr as the pair i′, j′ maximizing the sum over all k′ of the number of652

3-paths in G′r,k′ containing i′, j′. This finishes the description of the adapted algorithm.653

It is easy to see that this adaptation of the algorithm increases the running time of Step 2 by at654

most O(ρ(n/∆)ω+1). Indeed, constructing all graphs G′r,k′ over the ρ rounds takes time O(ρ(n/∆)3), and655

computing the number of 3-paths between any pair of vertices can be done in O(|V (G′r,k′)|ω), which over all656

r and k′ incurs a total cost of O(ρ(n/∆)ω+1).657

It remains to argue that an analog of Lemma 19 still holds. Note that the number of 3-paths in658

G′r,k′ containing ir, jr counts the number of i′, j′ such that (i′, k′, j′), (ir, k′, j′), (i′, k′, jr), (ir, k′, jr) are659

all approximately relevant and approximately (r − 1)-uncovered. For any such (i′, k′, j′), any (i, k, j) ∈660

I(i′) × I(k′) × I(j′) gets covered in round r, in fact, these are the triples counted in Lemma 19 (after661

replacing “weakly” by “approximately” relevant and uncovered). As we maximize this number, we cover662

at least as many new triples as in expectation, so that Lemma 19 still holds, after replacing “weakly”663

by “approximately” relevant and uncovered: For any 1 ≤ r ≤ ρ the number of approximately relevant,664

approximately r-uncovered triples is Õ(n3/r1/3). Since this is sufficient for the analysis of Step 3, we obtain665

the same running time bound as for the randomized algorithm, except that Step 2 takes additional time666

O(ρ(n/∆)1+ω).667

Total running time. Adapting the basic Algorithm 1 yields, as in Section 2.4, a running time of668

Õ(ρ∆Wnω + ρ(n/∆)1+ω + n3/ρ1/3 + n2.5). We optimize this by setting ∆ := (n/W )1/(ω+2) and ρ :=669

n3(5+ω−ω2)/(4ω+8)W−3(ω+1)/(4ω+8). This yields running time Õ(n3−(5+ω−ω2)/(4ω+8)W (ω+1)/(4ω+8)) ≤ O(n2.9004W 0.1929),670

using the current bound of ω ≤ 2.3728639 [21]. In particular, the algorithm has truly sub-cubic running671

time whenever W ≤ O(n2−ω+3/(ω+1)−ε) ≈ O(n0.5165−ε) for any ε > 0.672

For W = O(1), adapting the improved algorithm from Section 4.3 yields

T (n) ≤ Õ
(
nδ+sM(n, n1−s/3, n) + n1−δM(n1−δ, ns, n1−δ) + n(3−3δ−s/3)/(1−δ) + n(1+ω)(1−δ)+s),

which is O(n2.8603) for δ := 0.2463 and s := 0.3159, finishing the proof of Theorem 2. Here we use the673

bounds M(m,m1−s/3,m) ≤ M(m,m0.90,m) ≤ O(m2.298048) and M(m,ms/(1−δ),m) ≤ M(m,m0.45,m) ≤674

O(m2.027102) by Le Gall [20] for m = n and m = n1−δ, respectively.675

4.5. Generalizations. In this section we study generalizations of Theorem 2. In particular, we will see676

that it suffices if A has bounded differences along either the columns or the rows, while B may be arbitrary.677

Since A ? B = (BT ? AT )T , a symmetric algorithm works if A is arbitrary and B has bounded differences678

along either its columns or its rows.679

Theorem 22. Let B be arbitrary and assume either of the following:680
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(1) for an appropriately chosen 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ n we are given a partitioning [n] = I1 ∪ . . . ∪ In/∆ such that681

maxi∈I` Ai,k −mini∈I` Ai,k ≤ ∆W for all k, `, or682

(2) for an appropriately chosen 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ n we are given a partitioning [n] = K1 ∪ . . . ∪ Kn/∆ such that683

maxk∈K`
Ai,k −mink∈K`

Ai,k ≤ ∆W for all i, `.684

If W ≤ O(n3−ω−ε), then A ? B can be computed in randomized time O(n3−Ω(ε)). If W = O(1), then685

A ? B can be computed in randomized time O(n2.9217).686

Important special cases of the above theorem are that A has W -BD only along columns (|Ai+1,k−Ai,k| ≤687

W for all i, k) or only along the rows (|Ai,k+1−Ai,k| ≤W for all i, k). In these cases the assumption is indeed688

satisfied, since we can choose each I` or K` as a contiguous subset of ∆ elements of [n], thus amounting to689

a total difference of at most ∆W .690

Proof. (1) For the first assumption, adapting Algorithm 1 is straight-forward. Instead of blocks I(I ′)×691

I(k′)× I(j′) we now consider blocks I`×{k}×{j}, for any ` ∈ [n/∆], k, j ∈ [n]. Within any such block, Ai,k692

varies by at most ∆W by assumption. Moreover, Bkj does not vary at all, since k, j are fixed. We adapt693

Step 1 by computing for each block I`×{k}× {j} one entry C̃i∗j = (A?B)i∗j exactly, for some i∗ ∈ I`, and694

setting C̃ij := C̃i∗j for all other i ∈ I`. It is easy to see that Lemma 9 still holds. Note that Step 1 now runs695

in time O(n3/∆).696

Step 2 does not have to be adapted at all, since as we remarked in Section 2.2 it works for arbitrary697

matrices.698

For Step 3, we have analogous notions of being approximately relevant or uncovered, by replacing the699

notion of “blocks”. Thus, we now iterate over every `, k, j, check whether it is approximately relevant (i.e.,700

|Ai∗k + Bkj − C̃i∗j | ≤ 8∆W for some i∗ ∈ I`), check whether it is approximately uncovered (i.e., for all701

rounds r we have |Ari∗k| > 44∆W or |Brkj | > 44∆W ), and if so we exhaustively search over all i ∈ I`, setting702

Ĉij := min{Ĉij , Aik + Bkj}. Then Lemma 15 still holds and correctness and running time analysis hold703

almost verbatim. Step 3 now runs in time Õ(ρn3/∆ + n3/ρ1/3) w.h.p.704

The total running time is w.h.p. Õ(ρ∆Wnω + ρn3/∆ + n3/ρ1/3). We optimize this by setting ∆ :=705

n(3−ω)/2/W 1/2 and ρ := n3(3−ω)/8/W 3/8, obtaining time Õ(n3−(3−ω)/8W 1/8). As desired, this is n3−Ω(ε) for706

W = O(n3−ω−ε), while for W = O(1) it evaluates to Õ(n3−(3−ω)/8) ≤ O(n2.9217). The latter bound can be707

slightly improved by incorporating the improvements from Section 4, we omit the details.708

(2’) Before we consider the second assumption, we first discuss a stronger assumption where also B is nice709

along the columns: Assume that for an appropriately chosen 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ n we are given a partitioning [n] = K1∪710

. . .∪Kn/∆ such that maxk∈K`
Ai,k−mink∈K`

Ai,k ≤ ∆W for all i, ` and maxk∈K`
Bkj−mink∈K`

Bkj ≤ ∆W711

for all `, j.712

In this case, adapting Algorithm 1 is straight-forward and similar to the last case. Instead of blocks713

I` × {k} × {j} we now consider blocks {i} × I` × {j}, for any ` ∈ [n/∆], i, j ∈ [n]. Within any such block,714

A and B vary by at most ∆W by assumption. We adapt Step 1 by computing for each i, `, j for some value715

k∗ ∈ K` the sum Aik∗ +Bk∗j . We set C̃ij as the minimum over all ` of the computed value. It is easy to see716

that Lemma 9 still holds. Step 1 now runs in time O(n3/∆).717

Step 2 does not have to be adapted at all, since as we remarked in Section 2.2 it works for arbitrary718

matrices.719

For Step 3, we now iterate over every i, `, j, check whether it is approximately relevant (i.e., |Aik∗ +720

Bk∗j − C̃ij | ≤ 8∆W for some k∗ ∈ K`), check whether it is approximately uncovered (i.e., for all rounds721

r we have |Arik∗ | > 44∆W or |Brk∗j | > 44∆W ), and if so we exhaustively search over all k ∈ K`, setting722

Ĉij := min{Ĉij , Aik + Bkj}. Then Lemma 15 still holds and correctness and running time analysis hold723

almost verbatim. Step 3 now runs in time Õ(ρn3/∆ + n3/ρ1/3) w.h.p.724

We obtain the same running time as in the last case.725

(2) For the second assumption, compute for all `, j the value v(`, j) := min{Bkj | k ∈ K`}, and consider726

a matrix B′ with B′kj := min{Bkj , v(`, j) + 2∆W}, where k ∈ K`. Note that for any i, k, j with k ∈ K` and727

k∗ ∈ K` such that Bk∗j = v(`, j), we have Aik + (v(`, j) + 2∆W ) ≥ Aik∗ +Bk∗j + ∆W > Cij , since A varies728

by at most ∆W . Hence, no entry Bkj = v(`, j) + 2∆W is strongly relevant, which implies A ? B′ = A ? B.729

Note that B′ satisfies maxk∈K`
Bkj −mink∈K`

Bkj ≤ 2∆W for all `, j, so we can use case (2’) to compute730

A ? B′. Since B′ can be computed in time O(n2), the result follows.731
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5. Applications. We show that LED, RNA-folding, and OSG can be cast as a scored parsing problems732

on BD grammars. To apply Theorem 5 we also have to make sure that the grammars are in CNF. To relax733

the latter condition, we first show that it suffices to obtain grammars that are “almost CNF”, as is made734

precise in the following section.735

Recall that a scored grammar G is W -BD if for any non-terminal X, terminal x, and string of terminals
σ 6= ε the following holds:∣∣s(X,σ)− s(X,σx)

∣∣ ≤W and
∣∣s(X,σ)− s(X,xσ)

∣∣ ≤W.
5.1. From Almost-CNF to CNF.736

Definition 23. We call a (scored) grammar G almost-CNF if every production is of the form737

• X → Y Z for non-terminals X,Y, Z,738

• X → c for a non-terminal X and a terminal c,739

• X → ε for a non-terminal X, or740

• X → Y for non-terminals X,Y .741

That is, we relax CNF by allowing (1) ε-productions for all non-terminals, (2) unit productions X → Y , and742

(3) the starting symbol to appear on the right-hand-side.743

We show that any scored grammar that is almost-CNF can be transformed into a scored grammar in744

CNF, keeping BD properties. Hence, for our applications it suffices to design almost-CNF grammars.745

Lemma 24. Let G be a scored grammar G that is almost-CNF. In time O(poly(|G|)) we can compute746

a scored grammar G′ in CNF generating the same scored language as G, i.e., for the start symbols S, S′ of747

G,G′, respectively, and any string of terminals σ we have sG(S, σ) = sG′(S
′, σ). Moreover, if G is W -BD748

then G′ is also W -BD.749

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this lemma. We follow the standard conversion750

of context-free grammars into CNF, but we can skip some steps since G is already almost-CNF. In this751

conversion, whenever we add a new production X → α with score s, if there already exists the production752

X → α with score s′, then we only keep the production with lowest cost min{s, s′}. We denote the set of753

non-terminals of G by N and the set of productions by P . The size |G| is equal to |N |+ |P | up to constant754

factors.755

Eliminating ε-Productions. We eliminate productions of the form X → ε as follows.756

(Step 1) For any non-terminal X from which we can derive the empty string ε, let s be the lowest score757

of any derivation X →∗ ε. We add the production X → ε with score s.758

(Step 2) For any production p of the form X → Y Z or X → ZY where Y → ε is a production in the759

current grammar and X 6= Z, add a new production X → Z with a score of s(X → Z) = s(p) + s(Y → ε).760

(Step 3) Delete all productions of the form X → ε.761

Note that this does not change the set of non-terminals12. Call the resulting grammar G1. We claim762

that any non-terminal generates the same scored language in G and G1, except that we delete the empty763

string from this language. In particular, the BD property is not affected, as it ignores the empty string. To764

prove the claim, consider any derivation X →∗ σ in G, where σ 6= ε is a string of terminals. Consider any765

non-terminal Y that appears in the derivation and generates the empty string ε, such that Y was derived766

from a production p of the form A → BY | Y B. Then we can replace the use of p by the newly added767

production A → B, while not increasing the score. Iterating this eventually yields a derivation not using768

any ε-production, i.e., a derivation in G1. For the other direction, by construction we can replace any newly769

added production in G1 by a derivation in G with the same score.770

Efficient Implementation. Steps 2 and 3 clearly run in linear time. To efficiently implement Step 1, we771

use a Bellman-Ford-like algorithm. For each non-terminal X initialize sX as the score of the production772

X → ε, or as ∞, if no such production exists. At the end of the algorithm, sX will hold the minimal cost of773

any derivation X →∗ ε, or ∞ if there is no such derivation. Repeat the following for |N | rounds. For each774

production of the form X → Y Z with score s, set sX := min{sX , s+ sY + sZ}. For each production of the775

form X → Y with score s, set sX := min{sX , s+ sY }.776

12Some non-terminals might not appear in any productions anymore. In this case we still keep them in the set of non-terminals
N .
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The running time of this algorithm is clearly O(|N | · |P |) ≤ O(|G|2). Correctness is implied by the777

following claim, asserting that we can restrict our attention to derivations of depth at most |N |, where the778

depth of a derivation is to be understood as the depth of the corresponding parse tree. Observe that all such779

derivations are incorporated in the output of our algorithm.780

Claim 1. For any non-terminal X such that there exists a derivation X →∗ ε, let s be the minimal781

score of any such derivation. Then there exists a derivation X →∗ ε of score s and depth at most |N |.782

Proof. Among the derivations X →∗ ε of (minimal) score s, consider one of minimum length. In this783

derivation, the non-terminal X cannot appear anywhere (except for the first step), as any appearance of784

X would give rise to another derivation X →∗ ε, with score at most s and smaller length, which is a785

contradiction.786

We can now argue inductively. If the first production is X → Y Z, then the remaining derivations787

Y →∗ ε and Z →∗ ε without loss of generality only use non-terminals in N \ {X}, and thus inductively they788

have depth at most |N | − 1. This yields depth at most |N | for the derivation X →∗ ε.789

Eliminating the Start Symbol from the Right-Hand-Side. Let S be the start symbol of the grammar G1790

resulting from the last step. We introduce a new non-terminal S′ and add the production S′ → S, making791

S′ the new start symbol. This does not change the generated language and eliminates the start symbol from792

the right-hand-side of all productions. Moreover, since S′ generates the same language as S, it inherits the793

BD property, so the resulting grammar has the same BD properties as G.794

If the original grammar G can generate the empty string, then we add the production S′ → ε. Since795

G1 generates the same language as G except that we delete the empty string, the resulting grammar G2796

generates exactly the same language as G. Moreover, since the BD property ignores the empty string, it is797

not affected by this change.798

Eliminating Unit Productions. We now eliminate productions of the form X → Y . Interpret any pro-799

duction X → Y with score s as an edge from vertex X to vertex Y with weight s, and compute all-pairs-800

shortest-paths on the resulting graph. Using Dijkstra, this runs in time Õ(|N | · |P |) ≤ Õ(|G|2). Iterate over801

all productions X → α with α of the form Y Z (for non-terminals Y, Z) or of the form c (for a terminal802

c). Iterate over all non-terminals W , and let s be the shortest path length from W to X. If s < ∞, add803

the production W → α with score s(W → α) = s + s(X → α). Finally, delete all productions of the form804

X → Y .805

It is easy to see that this procedure for eliminating unit productions runs in time Õ(|N | · |P |) ≤ Õ(|G|2)806

(note that up to the construction of G1 we increased the sizes of N and P at most by constant factors).807

We claim that in the resulting grammar G′, any non-terminal generates the same scored language as in G2.808

Hence, BD properties are again not affected by this change. To prove the claim, consider any derivation809

X →∗ σ in G2, where σ 6= ε is a string of terminals. In this derivation, replace any maximal sequence of unit810

productions followed by a non-unit production by the corresponding newly added production in G′. This811

yields a derivation X → σ in G′, while not increasing the score. For the other direction, note that any newly812

added production in G′ by construction can be replaced by productions in G2 with the same score.813

Observe that the resulting grammar G′ is indeed in CNF. Thus, the above steps prove Lemma 24.814

5.2. From LED and RNA-folding to Scored Parsing. We show that LED can be reduced to815

scored parsing on BD grammars. Recall that in LED we are given a context-free grammar G in CNF and a816

string σ of terminals, and we want to compute the smallest edit distance of σ to a string σ′ in the language817

generated by G. The possible edit operations are insertions, deletions, and substitions, and all have cost 1.818

However, our construction also works if we only allow insertions and deletions (and no substitution).819

Recall from the introduction that RNA-folding can be cast as an LED problem without substitutions,820

where the grammar is given by the productions S → SS | ε and S → σSσ′ | σ′Sσ for any symbol σ ∈ Σ821

with matching symbol σ′ ∈ Σ′. Then if d is the edit distance (using only insertions and deletions) of a given822

string σ to this RNA grammar, then (|σ| − d)/2 is the maximum number of bases that can be paired in823

the corresponding RNA sequence. Therefore, RNA folding is covered by our construction for LED without824

substitutions.825

We assume that we are given a scored grammar G = (N,T, P, S) in CNF. In the following we describe826

how to adapt this grammar. In this procedure, whenever we add a new production X → α with score s, if827

there already exists the production X → α with score s′, then we only keep the production with lowest cost828

min{s, s′}. Initially, all productions in G get score 0.829
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Modeling Substitutions. (For the LED problem without substitutions, simply ignore this paragraph.) To830

model substitutions, for any production of the form X → c (for a non-terminal X and a terminal c) in the831

original grammar, and for each terminal c′ ∈ T , we add a production X → c′ with score 1. Note that this832

allows us to substitute any terminal at a cost of 1 in any derivation X →∗ σ. In other words, in the resulting833

scored grammar Ĝ the score of any string of terminals σ is the minimal number of substitutions to transform834

σ into a string σ′ in the language generated by G. Note that Ĝ is still in CNF. This transformation increases835

the number of productions by at most |N | · |T |.836

Modeling Insertions. Without loss of generality we can assume that for each terminal a ∈ T , there exists837

a non-terminal Xa and the production Xa → a with score 0, and this is the only production with Xa on the838

left-hand-side (if not, we introduce a new non-terminal Xa and the corresponding production, this does not839

change the generated language or the fact that the grammar is in CNF). In order to model insertions, we840

create a new non-terminal I, and add the following productions:841

I → XaI (score = 1) | IXa (score = 1) | ε (score = 0), for every a ∈ T842

X → XI (score = 0) | IX (score = 0), for every nonterminal X ∈ N843844

Observe that I can generate any string of terminals, and the associated score is the length of the string.845

Moreover, I can be inserted at any point of a string generated by any non-terminal.846

Modeling Insertions. In order to model deletions, for any non-terminal X, if there exists a production
of the form X → c with terminal c, then we add the production

X → ε (score = 1).

This production allows us, in any derivation where X produces a single terminal, to delete this terminal at847

a cost of 1.848

This creates an augmented grammar G′ of size polynomial in |G|. It has been shown in [4] that the849

LED problem on grammar G is equivalent to the scored parsing problem on G′. Since G′ is almost-CNF850

by construction, we can use Lemma 24 to obtain an equivalent scored grammar G′′ in CNF, again with size851

polynomial in |G|. In order to use Corollary 6 for solving the scored parsing problem on G′′, it only remains852

to show that G′ (and thus also G′′) is a BD grammar.853

Claim 2. G′ is a 1-BD grammar.854

Proof. Consider any non-terminal X ∈ N and string of terminals σ, and let s := sG′(X,σ). Then for855

any terminal x, X → IX → XxIX → XxX → xX →∗ xσ is a valid derivation of xσ with score s + 1. For856

X = I we similarly use the derivation I → XxI → xI →∗ xσ.857

For the other direction, consider a derivation X →∗ xσ with total score s′. In this derivation, the first858

terminal x must be generated using a production of the form Y → x. By replacing this production with859

Y → ε we obtain a derivation of the string σ, while increasing the score by at most 1. In total, we obtain860

|sG′(X,σ)−sG′(X,xσ)| ≤ 1. The other condition |sG′(X,σ)−sG′(X,σx)| ≤ 1 can be shown symmetrically.861

Proposition 25. LED and RNA-folding can be reduced to scored parsing problems of 1-BD grammars.862

The blow-up in the grammar size is polynomial, and the input string is not changed by the reduction.863

5.3. From Optimal Stack Generation to Scored Parsing. We show that OSG can be reduced to864

a scored parsing problem on a 3-BD grammar in almost-CNF. Recall that in OSG we are given a string σ865

over an alphabet Σ, and we want to print σ by a minimum length sequence of three stack operations: push(),866

emit (i.e., print the top character in the stack), and pop, ending with an empty stack.867

We model this problem as a scored parsing problem as follows. We have a start symbol S representing868

that the stack is empty, and a non-terminal Xc for any c ∈ Σ representing that the topmost symbol on869

the stack is c. Moreover, we use a symbol Nc for emitting symbol c, and call a production producing Nc a870
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“pre-emit”. Note that this grammar is already almost-CNF.871

S → ε (score 0) end of string872

S → XcS (score 1) push c for any c ∈ Σ873

Xc → NcXc (score 0) pre-emit c for any c ∈ Σ874

Xc → Xc′Xc (score 1) push c′ for any c, c′ ∈ Σ875

Xc → ε (score 1) pop c, for any c ∈ Σ876

Nc → c (score 1) emit c for any c ∈ Σ877878

Indeed, these productions model that from an empty stack the only possible operation is to push some879

symbol c, while if the topmost symbol is c then we may (pre-)emit c, or push another symbol c′, or pop c.880

It is immediate that the scored parsing problem on this grammar is equivalent to OSG.881

For an example, consider the string bccab. This string can be generated as follows, where we always882

resolve the leftmost non-terminal. Note that the suffix of non-terminals always corresponds to the current883

content of the stack.884

S → XbS → NbXbS → bXbS → bXcXbS → bNcXcXbS → bcXcXbS → bcNcXcXbS885

→ bccXcXbS → bccXbS → bccXaXbS → bccNaXaXbS → bccaXaXbS → bccaXbS886

→ bccaNbXbS → bccabXbS → bccabS → bccab887888

Bounded Differences. In order to obtain a BD grammar, we slightly change the above grammar by889

adding the following productions:890

Nc → Xc′ (score 1) helper for BD for any c, c′ ∈ Σ891892

This does not change the scored language generated by the grammar. Indeed, whenever Nc appears in a893

derivation starting from S, then it was produced by an application of the rule Xc → NcXc. Using the new894

production Nc → Xc′ thus results in Xc → NcXc → Xc′Xc, with total score 1. However, this derivation can895

be performed directly using the productions modeling push operations, with the same score. As this is the896

only way to use the newly added productions in any derivation starting from S, the generated language of897

the grammar is not changed (in fact, only the scored language generated by Nc is changed).898

Call the resulting grammar G. Note that G is still almost-CNF. We show that it is also BD.899

Claim 3. G is a 5-BD grammar.900

Proof. Consider a string σ 6= ε over Σ and a symbol x ∈ Σ. We have to show that for any non-terminal
X of G, ∣∣s(X,σ)− s(X,σx)

∣∣ ≤ 5 and
∣∣s(X,σ)− s(X,xσ)

∣∣ ≤ 5.

Consider a derivation X →∗ xσ. At some point we produce the first terminal x, via the production Nx → x.901

We change the derivation by instead using Nx → Xx → ε, obtaining a derivation of σ. This increases the902

score by 1 (as the scores of Nx → x, Nx → Xx, and Xx → ε are all 1). Hence, s(X,σ) ≤ s(X,xσ) + 1. The903

inequality s(X,σ) ≤ s(X,σx) + 1 can be shown symmetrically.904

For the other direction, first consider a non-terminal X in {S} ∪ {Xc | c ∈ Σ}. Consider a derivation905

X →∗ σ. Then the adapted derivation X → XxX → NxXxX → xXxX → xX →∗ xσ increases the score906

by 3 and generates xσ.907

Similarly, to generate σx, note that X is always the rightmost symbol during the whole derivation, until908

we delete it with the rule X → ε. At the point in the derivation X →∗ σ where we delete X via X → ε,909

instead use the derivation X → XxX → NxXxX → xXxX → xX → x, to produce x at a cost of 3. Then910

the adapted derivation generates σx.911

For non-terminals X = Nc (for any c ∈ Σ) we argue as follows. If the first step of the derivation is
Nc → Xc′ , then we can instead argue about Xc′ , which we have done above. Otherwise, the derivation is
Nc → c, and σ = c. Then to produce xc we instead use the derivation

Nc → Xc → XxXc → NxXxXc → xXxXc → xXc → xNcXc → xcXc → xc,

at a cost of 6, increasing the score of Nc → c by 5. The case σx is symmetric.912

In all cases, the scores of σ and xσ (or σx) differ by at most 5.913
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Together with Lemma 24 we now obtain the following.914

Proposition 26. OSG can be reduced to a scored parsing problem of a BD grammar. The size of the915

grammar is polynomial in |Σ|, and the input string is not changed by the reduction.916
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